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1.

INTRODUCTION
The Giant Mine, located just north of Yellowknife, NWT, has been producing gold
since 1948. In the Giant Mine ore, the gold is associated with an arsenic-bearing
mineral, which led to the production of residues in the form of an arsenic trioxide dust.
About 237,000 tonnes of dust were stored underground in mined out stopes or
purpose-built chambers. The dust contains about 60% arsenic, which is hazardous to
both humans and the environment.
The main focus of the Giant Mine Arsenic Trioxide Technical Advisor is to identify
methods for the long term management of arsenic trioxide dust currently stored
underground. Encapsulating the dust by freezing the ground around the chambers and
stopes is one of the methods being investigated.
Three approaches were considered for ground freezing, namely:
•

to rely on natural permafrost to maintain frozen conditions around the
chambers.

•

to create a frozen shell around the chambers and stopes.

• to freeze the dust in a saturated state, thus creating a solid frozen block.
The second and third approach would require the installation of freezing systems.
This document presents the results of several activities related to assessing the ground
freezing method. Chapter 2 summarises background information which includes site
data and a literature review on aspects relevant to the thermal regime at Giant Mine.
Chapter 3 presents current temperature data from Giant Mine, including details of an
experimental thermosyphon. Chapter 4 presents the proposed designs to freeze the
chambers and stopes, discusses some considerations associated with freezing the
chambers and stopes, and presents the thermal modelling that was carried out. Chapter
5 summarizes the conclusions of this study.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

2.1

Surface Conditions and Geology
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The topography at Giant Mine is undulating, with extensive areas of exposed bedrock
on the higher ground, and minor deposits of glacial till in low lying areas.
The surface conditions vary considerably between the various locations of the
chambers and stopes, ranging from boggy above stopes B212, B213 and B214 to
bedrock outcrops above chambers 11, 12 and 14. The locations of the underground
arsenic trioxide dust storage areas are shown in Figure 1. Aerial photographs taken
prior to the mining activities at Giant Mine show that most of the area where bedrock
was not at the surface, was covered by shrubs and small trees, intermixed with bog and
muskeg. The current surface conditions above the chambers and stopes consist
generally of backfilled material or the original vegetative cover and organic layer has
been stripped. The ground surface in the area above stopes B212, B213 and B214,
north of the mill area, appears to be the only area that is less disturbed although the
trees have been cleared. These modifications of the ground surface conditions have a
direct impact on the thermal regime that existed prior to the development of Giant
Mine.
The overburden that is present above some of the chambers and stopes consists
primarily of clay and silt with some sand and gravel. The overburden reaches a
thickness of 32 m above stope B235.
The bedrock around the arsenic chambers and stopes is bounded by three major faults.
The major faults do not intersect any of the arsenic storage chambers or stopes, with
the possible exception of Chamber B15, which is empty. The background rock, away
from the major faults, is of two types, known as sericite schist and chlorite schist. The
sericite schist rocks have particularly well-developed small scale fractures, leading to
increased hydraulic conductivity and stability problems. The chlorite schist appears to
be more ductile, and therefore does not fracture as readily.
The B212, B213 and B214 stopes occupy a hinge in a major fold in the sericite schists.
The combination of intense fracturing with horizontal orientations means that this area
is prone to instability, as evidenced by the presence of several wall failures. The rock
surrounding the other stopes and chambers is generally either chlorite schist or sericite
schist where the fractures are oriented close to vertical. These areas are expected to be
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more stable. Supporting Document 1 provides more details on the geology at Giant
Mine.

2.2

Arsenic Trioxide Chambers and Stopes
The arsenic trioxide dust is stored in both purpose-built chambers and mined-out
stopes that are located in the central area of the mine, close to the mill area. The
chambers and stopes are relatively near to the surface, with most of the excavations
extending from about 20 to 75 m depth. The chambers and stopes can be grouped in
four general areas (AR1 to AR4), which are also identified in Figure 1. The chambers
and stopes vary considerably in dimensions, shape and volume. The chambers, which
were excavated for the specific purpose of storing arsenic dust, are generally shaped
like a regular block, with vertical walls. In contrast, the stopes were originally
excavated to follow the ore body and are quite irregular. They are generally narrower
than the chambers and have inclined walls.
The original concept in early 1950 was to depend on permafrost to keep the arsenic
storage areas dry and to prevent the dissolution of arsenic in groundwater. That
approach was supported by evidence of frozen ground reported down to a depth of 76
m in the vicinity of stope B208. As the number of chambers and stopes storing the
dust increased, observations in the vicinity of the storage areas indicated that
permafrost was sometimes marginal or absent. Cold air was then circulated in the
surrounding mine workings during the winter months to keep the ground frozen in the
crown pillars, thereby reducing water inflows to the storage chambers and stopes.
By the end of the 1970’s, there was strong observational evidence that permafrost in
the arsenic storage areas was receding and the movement of groundwater in these
areas was increasing. The probable causes were attributed to the adjacent mine
workings, the warm ventilation, the development of the pits and the disturbance of the
surface conditions.
From the mid 1980’s onward, the criteria for selecting suitable areas for development
of storage chambers no longer included the presence of permafrost. An area was
considered suitable if the rock was competent, the area could be effectively sealed off
from other mine workings, and the excavation was generally dry before dust storage
commenced. The last four chambers (B11, B12, B14 and B15) were not excavated in
a permafrost zone. In the minutes of a meeting held in December 1995, the Mine
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Captain noted that in the regular inspections he conducted since 1986, ice was never
observed in any of the arsenic disposal stopes or chambers.
Geocon (1981) presented the results of a subsurface investigation that targeted the
underground chambers and stopes to assess the possibility of extracting the arsenic
dust for resale. One stope (B208) and six chambers (B230, B233, B234, B235, B236
and C9) were penetrated by drilling. Arsenic dust samples were recovered for
characterization. The arsenic dust was dry with the exception of chambers B230 and
B233. In B230, the top 4.6 m was dry but dust in the remainder of the borehole was
wet. The wet arsenic dust in B233 was encountered 11.0 m below the surface of the
dry arsenic dust. The upper limit of a permafrost zone was encountered in the
boreholes located above B234, B235 and B236, with depths ranging from 3.4 to 4.6 m
below the surface.
The details of the chambers and stopes geometries are presented in Figures 2 to 6 and
summarized in Table 1. The dimensions indicated in Table 1 refer to the extent of a
rectangular block that would completely enclose the chamber or stope. Such a block
would include an excess volume around the chambers and stopes, in particular for the
irregular stopes such as stopes B212, B213 and B214 (see Figure 4). The thermal
modelling reported herein is based on the dimensions of these rectangular block.
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Table 1
Characterization of the chambers and stopes
Extent of
chambers / stopes

Identifier

Type

B208
B212
B213
B214
C212
B230
B233
B234
B235
B236
C9
C10
B11
B12
B14
B15

Stope
Stope
Stope
Stope
Stope
Chamber
Chamber
Chamber
Chamber
Chamber
Chamber
Chamber
Chamber
Chamber
Chamber
Chamber

Year
commiss.
1962

Width
(m)
30.0

Height
(m)
54.9

Length
(m)
83.4

1965

42.5

61.0

102.3

1973
1951
1952
1956
1958
1958
1976
1982
1986
1988
1995
Empty

22.4
9.1
15.9
12.7
15.0
14.2
17.8
11.1
14.9
14.1
15.5
17.2

53.0
22.0
43.9
44.8
54.9
51.8
56.4
54.9
21.9
36.0
24.1
34.1

92.0
23.7
36.1
35.6
36.3
35.3
34.7
26.3
37.6
62.0
54.6
63.0

Supp.Doc.9.Table_1.for.11x17.paper.b.doc

Distance
from
surface to top
of chamber
(m)

Distance
from
surface to
bottom
of chamber
(m)

32.3

Arsenic dust
(Royal Oak 1998)

87.2

Volume
3
(m )
22,847

Mass
(tonnes)
29,364

31.1

92.0

54,368

59,289

29.9
67.4
37.2
35.7
33.5
39.0
33.2
29.6
25.0
22.9
22.9
25.6

82.9
89.4
81.1
80.5
88.4
90.8
89.6
84.4
46.9
58.8
46.9
59.7

18,070
2,832
12,307
12,035

16,946
2,835
11,426
12,048

31,856

33,112

13,337
5,663
9,833
25,485
12,006
0

18,394
9,569
5,860
25,193
9,105
0

Depth below ground surface
(Geocon 1981)
Bedrock
surface
(m)
15.0

Surface
of dust
(m)
42.1

Wet
dust
(m)
-

Permafrost
(m)
-

1.4
1.2
7.2
9.7
5.2
4.3

68.6
44.3
38.1
37.5
43.9
33.2

73.2
55.3
-

4.6
3.8
3.4
-

Rock type
chlorite-sericite schist
chlorite-sericite schist
chlorite-sericite schist
chlorite-sericite schist
chlorite-sericite schist
mafic volcanic
mafic volcanic
mafic volcanic
mafic volcanic
mafic volcanic
mafic volcanic
mafic volcanic
mafic volcanic
mafic volcanic
mafic volcanic
mafic volcanic

Overburden
conditions
Up to 15.2 m of clay, with sand and gravel
Up to 18.3 m of clay, with sand and gravel
Up to 18.3 m of clay, with sand and gravel
Up to 15.2 m of clay, with sand and gravel
7.6 to 10.7 m
No overburden
No overburden
Minor till at contact, clay up to 9.1 m thick
Up to 9.1 m
4.6 to 6.1 m
4.6 m (water @ 0.15 m below surface)
Estimated to 4.6 m (no drill info)
No overburden
No overburden
No overburden
No overburden
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2.3

Climate Data

2.3.1

Yellowknife Airport Data
Weather data for Yellowknife was obtained from the weather station at the airport.
The coordinates for that station is 62°28' N 114°27' W and the elevation is 205 m.
The period of measurements spans from 1942 to 1990 inclusive. Table 2 summarizes
the monthly average values observed over the 49 year period. Aspler (1976) reported a
freezing index of 3400 °C days and a thawing index of 1700 °C days for Yellowknife.
TABLE 2
Monthly average climate data for Yellowknife, 1942–1990
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Year

Temperature
Daily Maximum (ºC)

-23.9

-19.7

-12.5

-0.5

10.1

18

20.8

18.1

10

1.3

-10.8

-20.1

-0.8

Daily Minimum (ºC)

-32.2

-29.4

-24.6

-12

-0.1

8.2

12

10

3.4

-4.2

-18.9

-28.2

-9.7

Daily Mean (ºC)

-27.9

-24.5

-18.5

-6.2

5

13.1

16.5

14.1

6.7

-1.4

-14.8

-24.1

-5.2

Degree-Days
Above 18 ºC

0

0

0

0

0.1

4.4

19

8.7

0

0

0

0

32

Below 18 ºC

1428

1202

1134

728

404

151

66.8

131

338

603

986

1308

8477

Above 5 ºC

0

0

0

3.5

71.2

245

355

281

79.2

4.5

0

0

1039

Below 0 ºC

869

694

576

211

23

0

0

0

3

86

447

749

3658

Precipitation
Rainfall (mm)

0

0

0

1.6

12.2

23

35.2

41.6

24.8

14.6

0.6

0.2

154

Snowfall (cm)

18.8

17.1

13.7

10.5

4.3

0.2

0

0

3.5

21.7

33.5

20.6

144

Precipitation (mm)

14.9

12.6

10.6

10.3

16.6

23.3

35.2

41.7

28.8

34.8

23.9

14.7

267

31

36

35

8

0

0

0

0

1

7

21

26

*

*

2

14

29

30

31

31

30

19

2

*

188
50

Month-end Snow Cover (cm)
Days With
Maximum Temperature >0ºC
Measurable Rainfall

*

*

*

1

5

7

10

10

9

6

*

*

Measurable Snowfall

12

10

9

5

2

*

0

*

2

10

16

14

80

Measurable Precipitation

11

9

8

6

6

8

10

10

10

14

15

12

118

Sunshine (Hrs)

N

N

191.9

268

339

381

372

284

155

62

46

N

N

99.3

99.3

99.2

99.0

99.0

98.6

98.7

98.7

98.8

98.5

98.8

99.1

98.9

N

N

N

0.29

0.52

0.83

1.08

1.07

0.73

0.48

0.2

N

N

Station Pressure (kPa)
Moisture
Vapour Pressure (kPa)
Rel. Humidity - 0600L (%)

N

69

70

73

69

66

71

81

85

85

79

71

Rel. Humidity - 1500L (%)

67

65

59

57

48

45

48

54

62

76

78

71

13

13

14

16

16

16

15

15

15

16

15

12

15

NW

E

NE

E

NE

S

S

S

SE

E

E

E

E

Wind
Speed (km/h)
Most Frequent Direction

Source: Environment Canada web site
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Global Warming
Many climate change studies have indicated that global warming is expected to be
most pronounced in the polar regions (e.g. Cohen 1997, Houghton et al. 1996).
Several papers (e.g. Harvey 1982, Hansen et al. 1984, Sharon and Burgess 1998,
Kettles et al. 1997, Environment Canada 1997) predict that the ambient temperature
could rise by 2 to 5 °C in the Yellowknife region. Historical ambient temperature data
between 1895 and 1991 (Environment Canada 1991) from the MacKenzie District,
which includes Yellowknife, shows the highest overall warming in the country, with
an increase of 1.7 °C over that 96 year period.
Yellowknife is in a zone of discontinuous permafrost with mean annual surface
temperatures usually warmer than -2 °C. A temperature increase beyond 2 °C would
destabilize the thermal regime and cause the existing permafrost to eventually
disappear completely. Kettles et al. (1997) indicated that Yellowknife would likely
have no or very little stable permafrost in the long term if the current climate trends
are maintained. However, warming of the subsurface would lag tens or even hundreds
of years behind changes in air temperature.
Smith (1988) indicated that precipitation would probably increase with global
warming, thus increasing the probability of higher snow accumulation. Goodrich
(1982) showed that doubling snow accumulation from 0.25 to 0.50 m increased the
minimum ground surface temperature by about 7 °C and the mean annual surface
temperature by 3.5 °C. This is consistent with the work presented by Nicholson and
Thom (1973) and Nicholson and Granberg (1973). Nicholson (1976) indicated that the
increase in snow cover affected the permafrost much more than changing the summer
heat input conditions.

2.4

Previous Studies of Local Permafrost

2.4.1

Literature
A literature review was initiated to gather information on the thermal properties of the
subsurface and the permafrost conditions at Giant Mine and Yellowknife. Information
from other sites with discontinuous permafrost was also collected as part of this
review.
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Bateman (1949) reported that the permafrost conditions at Giant Mine were dependent
on the vegetative cover. Permafrost was observed only where the overburden
exceeded 1.8 m in thickness and was covered with peat. At No. 2 Shaft, the
overburden was about 18 m and probably covered with peat (although not stated in the
paper); frozen ground was encountered throughout most of the 115 ft Level (35 m)
and was observed down to a depth of 85 m. The reported temperature measurements at
the 115 ft Level ranged from –1.3 to +0.4 °C. However, at No. 1 Shaft where the
overburden does not exceed 12 m, no permafrost was observed. Bateman (1949)
speculated that the permafrost may have been deeper into the bedrock prior to the
deposition of the overburden and that the overburden blanket provided insulation to
inhibit the regression of permafrost.
McDonald (1953) reported the occurrence of permafrost in the overburden overlying
ore deposits at Giant Mine. Permafrost was observed down to the 250 ft Level (76 m)
in B205 Stope. This stope is located underneath about 12 m of overburden. To mine a
crown-pillar underneath frozen overburden, mining was conducted during winter and
cold air was used to keep the overburden frozen. The immediate area adjacent to the
Cottrell Plant is known to have overburden and permafrost has been reported to exist
down to a depth of 82 m. Frozen conditions sometimes caused handling difficulties of
fill material at shallow depths in some areas.
Boyle (1961) discussed the geochemistry of underground waters flowing from faults
and fractures in the Yellowknife Greenstone Belt. Water samples recovered at the
2300 Level (701 m) from the Con System had a temperature of 14.5 °C and the one
recovered from the Campbell System was 15 °C. Assuming that the 2300 Level would
be equivalent to a depth, such temperatures would correspond to a thermal gradient of
21 °C km-1.
The paper by Pike (1963) contains two interesting comments worth noting:
•

“Ventilation causes permafrost to retreat from the mine opening, but
permafrost returns if the air flow is stopped, suggesting very little retreat.
Natural ventilation, with heat created by working men and equipment, does not
noticeably change permafrost until considerable time has elapsed, and even
then, the change is small. Surface openings must be regulated to prevent
freeing temperatures within the mine during severe cold weather.”
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“At Giant Yellowknife Mines, Ltd., ventilation is adequate to cause permafrost
retreat so that icing conditions do not occur.”

Those observations indicate that permafrost at the Giant Mine is sensitive to warm
ventilation air. However, they may be an indication that circulating cold air through
the underground ventilation would also extract heat from the mine workings, thus
reducing the ground temperature.
Espley (1969) reported rock temperatures ranging between –2.2 to 0 °C in the upper
part of the mine and increase to 10 °C at the 2100 Level (640 m). A geothermal
gradient of about 16.4 °C km-1 is also quoted for Giant Mine. This paper mentioned
that:
•

frozen ground was observed down to a depth of 76 m;

•

ice crystals formed on the wall of underground mine workings in areas where
the ventilation was kept to a minimum;

•

underground warm ventilation was sufficient to avoid problems with
permafrost. For instance, ventilation maintained at 1.7 °C was sufficient for
permafrost to disappear;

•

no permafrost was encountered in the upper levels of B3 area where most of
this area consists of rock outcrop or small quantities of overburden;

•

the arsenic dust chambers constructed above the “250 foot horizon” (76 m)
were located within permafrost.

Brown (1970) reported the occurrence of permafrost in a stope at a depth of 76 m
located beneath about 12 m of overburden.
Brown (1973) reported the measurements of ground temperatures taken at three
municipalities in northern Canada, which included Yellowknife. Eight sites were
investigated in Yellowknife. Three sites were situated on exposed bedrock, three sites
were on overburden without permafrost and two sites were on muskeg. The muskeg
sites were the only ones that were underlain by permafrost. The warmest surface
temperatures were measured on the exposed bedrock while the coldest ones were
obtained on the spruce muskeg. The mean annual temperature was –1.8 °C (depth of
1.5 m) for the spruce peatland and –0.4 °C for the sedge peatland. They were the only
two sites where the mean annual surface temperature was below 0 °C. These surface
temperatures were inferred from measurements over a period of only two years. One
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of the exposed bedrock sites consisted of greenstone, which is the main rock type at
Giant Mine. Brown (1973) determined that the greenstone had a porosity of 0.002 m3
m-3 and a thermal conductivity of 2.72 W m-1 K-1. The greenstone had a positive mean
annual surface temperature, which indicates that there would be no stable permafrost.
Roy et al. (1973) reported ground temperature profiles at Giant Mine and Con Mine.
The ground temperatures measured at Giant Mine were in tailings but, at Con, two
ground temperature profiles were measured over a period of almost a year. Although
relatively shallow (6.7 and 7.3 m deep), the mean annual temperature was about –1.5
to –0.5 °C at a depth of 6 m where the stratigraphy consisted of 0.9 to 1.8 m of peat
over a deposit of clay.
Linell (1973) studied the effects of the vegetative cover on permafrost stability in an
area of discontinuous permafrost. The site was located near Fairbanks, Alaska and the
paper reports the results after a period of 26 years of monitoring. The mean annual
ambient temperature was –3.44 °C, which is slightly warmer than Yellowknife at
-5.2 °C. Three sites were investigated. The first site was the undisturbed natural area
and consisted of trees, brush, peat, moss and grass. The trees and brush were removed
at the second site. The third site was disturbed by removing the trees and brush, and
the surface vegetation was stripped down to a depth of about 0.4 m. The permafrost
was still degrading after 26 years at the disturbed sites, although the rate of
degradation decreased with time.
Using the ground surface freezing and thaw indices combined with the air-freezing
index reported by Linell (1973), Andersland and Ladanyi (1994) estimated the
freezing and thawing surface indices for the three experimental sites (see Table 3).
These indices provide a simple correlation between the ambient temperature and the
surface temperature. Surface indices are estimated empirically and are defined as the
ratio of the ground surface freezing (or thawing) index to the air freezing (or thawing)
index. The magnitude of the freezing and thawing surface indices depends primarily
on the type of surface. As indicated in Table 3, the thawing surface index nt is more
sensitive to the surface conditions. The lower values represent a ground surface that
absorbs less heat and would therefore maintain lower subsurface temperatures.
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TABLE 3
Thawing and freezing surface indices, Fairbanks, Alaska
Site

Thawing surface index
nt
Natural area
0.37
Cleared area
0.73
Cleared and stripped area
1.22
Source: Linell (1973); Andersland and Ladanyi (1994)

Freezing surface index
nf
0.29
0.25
0.33

Judge (1973) reported a geothermal gradient of 16 °C km-1 at Giant Mine with a
permafrost thickness of up to 60 m. Some physical properties of greenstone from
Yellowknife were also reported and are summarized in Table 4.
TABLE 4
Physical properties of greenstone from Yellowknife
Parameter
Thermal conductivity (W m-1 K-1)
Bulk density (kg m-3)
Porosity (m3 m-3)
Expected gravimetric heat capacity
(kJ kg-1 °C-1)
Note: Values measured on core samples
Values based on 108 samples
* Value outside the range
Source: Judge (1973)

Range
1.1 to 2.7

Mean
*3.2

2660 to 3220
1.7 to 2.5

2960
0.002
-

The mean value reported by Judge (1973) for the thermal conductivity is outside the
range. It is therefore assumed herein that the reported range is correct and that the
mean value is unreliable. Physical properties of unconsolidated sand, silts and clays
recovered from the MacKenzie Delta were also reported and are summarised in the
Table 5.
Judge (1973) also compiled a summary of surface temperatures reported for the
MacKenzie District. Table 6 lists the values reported for Yellowknife.
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TABLE 5
Physical properties of unconsolidated sand, silts and clays from Mackenzie Delta
Parameter
Thermal conductivity (W m-1 K-1)

Range

Mean

-

1.4
2.1
2200
0.25

Unfrozen
Frozen
Bulk density (kg m-3)
Porosity (m3 m-3)
Note:
Values obtained on 16 samples of drill cuttings
Source: Judge (1973)

TABLE 6
Surface temperature in the Yellowknife area
Site

Surface
temperature
(°C)

EPB #66
NRC #1
NRC #2
EPB #105

1.4
1.3
1.0
-1.0 ± 1.0

Surface
summer
maximum
(°C)
a

sm
> 20
20
sm

Surface
winter
minimum
(°C)
sm
-12
-12
sm

Frost
prone or
active
layer
(m)
sm
10
11
sm

Thickness
of
permafrost
(m)
0
0
0

NRC #3
0.5
18
-12
15
0
NRC #4
1.5
16
-8
4
0
NRC #5
0.5
10
-8
10
0
NRC #6
-0.2
5
-6
2
30
NRC #7
-1.8
5
-10
2
30
b
NRC #8
0.2
5
-3
5
0
Note: a – sm: single measurement, mean surface temperature by extrapolation
b – Talik zone below active layer zone
Source: Judge (1973)
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It is clear from Table 6 above that the peat cover provides the coldest conditions and
exposed bedrock the warmest (the NRC sites are from Brown 1973). Judge (1973)
also mentioned that the ground temperature was influenced by the heat transported by
the rain during the summer months and by the insulating effect provided by the snow
cover in the winter, and that the deep thermal heat flux at Giant Mine can be expected
to be about 42 MW m-2.
A field experiment carried out in Schefferville in northern Québec (Nicholson and
Granberg 1973; Nicholson and Thom 1973, Nicholson 1976) showed lower
permafrost depths in areas where the snow accumulation was higher or where the
velocity of the groundwater was greater. They also reported that the thickness of the
active zone was greater during a cold and wet summer than during a warm and dry
summer. This site is located in discontinuous permafrost.
Aspler (1976) discussed the data that was presented by Brown (1973) and proposed
that the mean annual surface temperature of –1.8 °C reported for one of the peatlands
may have been influenced by the limited duration of the measurements, in particular
by a relatively colder winter during the measurement period. The author suggested a
value of –1.2 °C as a more realistic value. He also suggested that the permafrost depth
of 85 m reported for Giant Mine by Bateman (1949) may be residual permafrost from
a previous glaciation that is slowly regressing from the bottom. According to Aspler
(1976), the thermal regime reported by Brown (1973) would support a permafrost
depth of 27 and 46 m for the two peatland sites. Aspler (1976) also reported a
geothermal gradient of 16 °C km-1 at Giant Mine and quoted a freezing index of 3400
°C days and a thawing index of 1700 °C days for Yellowknife.
Aspler (1987) provided valuable information. He reasserted the discussion presented
by Aspler (1976) and stated:
•

“Analysis of peat thickness, sediment type and incidence of permafrost
indicates that peat is dominant in controlling permafrost distribution and that
sediment type is an indirect influence because grain size is a factor controlling
peat distribution. Thermal regime consideration suggest that the maximum
recorded permafrost thickness of 85 m (at the Giant Yellowknife Mine) is not
in equilibrium with the present temperature regime.”
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This author also presented a good summary of the benefits of peat:
•

“Brown and Williams (1972) conclude that the unusual thermal properties of
peat exert an influence over the ground temperature regime out of proportion
to the amounts present. Brown (e.g. 1966) writes that peat protects the ground
from the summer heat yet encourages heat loss during the winter. During the
summer, when evaporation is high, the surface dries out and dry peat has a
low thermal conductivity thus insulating the underlying soil. In the fall,
evaporation rates decrease and the peat gains moisture which when frozen,
provides high thermal conductivity and enhanced heat loss.”

•

“Brown and Williams (1972) conclude that snow cover is equally as important
as peat in determining seasonal heat flow and depth of freezing.”

Aspler (1987) emphasized that the fine-grained soils will support the growth of peat
because of their poor draining capabilities. The greater hydraulic conductivity of
granular material means that it will drain too rapidly for peat to develop. Although
fine-grained material is often associated with permafrost, it is probably more its
capacity to support the growth of peat rather than its thermal properties that explains
the presence of permafrost in fine grained soils.
Figure 7 shows a generalised temperature profile developed from the data reported in
the literature. It is clear that the permafrost at Giant Mine is warm, since the ground
temperature remains near 0 °C even where permafrost is present. The presence of
warm permafrost indicates the importance of proper surface conditions to sustain
freezing conditions. The profile in Figure 7 shows a permafrost depth of about 70 m,
which is consistent with the observations reported by Bateman (1949), McDonald
(1953), Espley (1969) and Brown (1970). However, as mentioned earlier, Aspler
(1976) suggested that the permafrost observed at Giant Mine is probably regressing.
The actual temperature profile would likely be warmer than what is shown in Figure 7.
In summary, the available literature indicates that:
•

Under current climate conditions, natural permafrost can be sustained at Giant
Mine provided the surface is covered by muskeg overlying fine grained soils.

•

The thermal regime observed beneath peatland in Yellowknife could probably
support permafrost to a maximum depth of 50 m. This depth will diminish as a
result of global warming.
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•

A permafrost depth of 85 m is reported in the literature but may originate from
residual effects from the last glaciation. The base of the permafrost is likely
regressing towards the surface as thermal equilibrium is reached.

•

Circulation of cold air in the mine workings will contribute to lower the ground
temperature.

•

Mean annual ground temperatures at 1.5 m depth can be expected to be about
-1.5 °C under the best surface conditions (peat). Mean annual surface
temperatures are observed to be above freezing in the absence of peat.

•

The presence of the fine-grained soil underlying peat is not essential from a
thermal point of view, but is probably required to support the growth of peat.

•

Snow accumulations will reduce permafrost depths.

Geotechnical Investigations
Geotechnical investigations on the Giant Mine property have generated a considerable
amount of information about subsurface conditions. The Peer Review Team (Matich
2002) presented a review of geotechnical reports that focused on frozen ground and
permafrost.
Boreholes and test pits that were completed for subsurface investigations throughout
the property, in particular for the tailings dams and ponds. Figure 8 shows the
locations where frozen ground was encountered during those investigations. It is
apparent that permafrost exists sporadically over the entire property.
The
discontinuity of the permafrost can be attributed in most part to the warm permafrost
present at Giant Mine combined with surface conditions that do not support an
adequate peat cover. The construction of the various structures and the mining
activities further reduced the areas where the thermal regime was able to support
permafrost. The findings from these investigations are consistent with the literature
reviewed previously: permafrost was usually encountered where peat was present and
permafrost recedes when the surface condition is disturbed. Apparent permafrost was
also encountered in the tailings but is likely due to freezing during winter deposition.
A copy of the report that was submitted by the Peer Review Team is included in
Appendix C.
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Figure 7 Expected temperature profile based on the literature
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3.

TEMPERATURE DATA AT GIANT MINE

3.1

Ground Temperature Monitoring Between 1992 and 2002
Ground temperature has been measured at six different locations within the Giant
Mine property, in addition to the experimental thermosyphon. These temperaturemonitoring holes had thermistor probes installed to depths up to 122 m below the
surface with temperature measurements taken between 1994 and 2002. Table 7 below
lists the coordinates of the thermistor holes and Figure 1 shows the location of five of
those thermistors holes. Thermistor hole AS6 is situated outside the area of any mine
workings and was intended to measure ground temperature for undisturbed conditions.
All the data collected to date is included in Appendix B, along with figures showing
the temperature as a function of depth and of time.
TABLE 7
Position and dimensions of thermistor holes

Engineering grid

Geology grid

Length

Hole

Northing
(ft)

Easting
(ft)

Northing
(ft)

Easting
(ft)

(ft)

(m)

Dip
(°)

Azimut
(°)

AS1

11198.7

6262.9

-1003.2

-581.8

347

105.8

-90

6037

AS2

10930.7

6047.9

-1224.8

-429.5

350

106.7

-90

6038

AS3

11462.1

7831.9

9.4

645.3

352

107.3

-90

6025

AS4

12719.9

7234.3

799.9

-501.2

242

73.8

-48

AS5

12133.8

7614.3

482.3

121.0

356

108.5

-90

AS6

8442.8

6837.1

-3102.8

1293.4

400

121.9

-90

120

Elevation
(ft)

6027
6026

Permafrost was not encountered in any of the holes. The ground temperature
measurements show that the mining activities have disturbed the thermal regime that
existed at the site. The disturbance is likely a combination of underground activities,
that introduced heat and changes to the ground surface. Figure 9 shows the average
temperature profile in AS2 and AS5, and the temperature profile measured in the
temperature monitoring hole installed with the experimental thermosyphon (see
Section 3.2). The horizontal bars correspond to the range of the temperature
measurements. The curvature of the temperature profiles in AS2 and AS5 indicates
that the thermal regime is likely not in equilibrium, i.e. the natural thermal conditions
have been disturbed. The extrapolation of the temperature profiles to the surface is
indicative of the probable mean annual surface temperature. The temperature profiles
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shown in Figure 9 would correspond to mean annual surface temperatures of: +3 °C
for AS2 and +1 °C for AS5. There is currently not enough data to determine the mean
annual surface temperature for the monitoring hole at the experimental thermosyphon.
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Figure 9 Temperature profiles for AS2, AS5 and the temperature monitoring hole
at the thermosyphon
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The linear portion of the temperature profile at AS5 suggests that permafrost existed at
one point in time, probably before the mining activities started. If that linear portion is
extended to the surface, the permafrost would have extended to at a depth of about 30
m below surface and the mean annual surface temperature would have been about
-0.61 °C. The slope corresponds to a geothermal gradient of 19.4 °C km-1, which
compares well with the thermal gradient of 16.4 °C km-1 reported by Esplay (1969)
and 16.0 °C km-1 by Brown (1973).
Figure 10 shows the temperatures measured inside AS5 at a depth of 6.1 m (20 ft).
The sinusoidal pattern of the seasons is well defined, which explains the wider range
of temperatures measured near the surface (see Figure 9). The oscillations shown in
Figure 10 correspond to a mean annual temperature of about +0.8 °C and an amplitude
of about 3.4 °C.
6
5

AS5 measurements
Curve fit
Mean annual temperature

Temperature (°C)

4
3
2
1
0
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Time

Figure 10 Temperature oscillation at 6.1 m depth, AS5
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One method under consideration for freezing the ground is passive freezing using
thermosyphons. Thermosyphons are long hollow tubes containing pressurized carbon
dioxide (CO2) gas and CO2 liquid. The tubes are installed in drilled holes, with a short
length left to extend above the ground surface. A radiator is attached to the aboveground portion. Any heat in the ground causes the CO2 liquid within the tube to
evaporate and rise upwards to the radiator. If the radiator is cold, as it would be
throughout a Yellowknife winter, the CO2 gas condenses and the liquid runs back
down the tube, where it can be evaporated again. The cycle of CO2 evaporation in the
tube at depth and condensation at the surface acts as a heat pump, effectively drawing
heat out of the ground (or, in layman’s terms, pumping cold from the air into the
ground).
Thermosyphons have been in widespread use for over 25 years. However, most
applications of thermosyphons are quite shallow, for example for preventing the
thawing of permafrost below roads or buildings. In order to freeze the ground around
the arsenic chambers and stopes, thermosyphons would need to be effective at depths
at up to 100 m.
The two main objectives of the experimental thermosyphon installed at Giant Mine
were to confirm the capability of thermosyphon operation at depths reaching 100 m,
and to monitor the rate at which the thermosyphon freezes the surrounding bedrock.
The monitoring will also provide valuable data to characterize the thermal properties
of the bedrock in the vicinity of the thermosyphon.
3.2.2

Installation
The construction of the experimental thermosyphon consisted of drilling two vertical
holes north of the B1 Pit. This location was selected to be in rock typical of the areas
where the arsenic dust is stored and to avoid underground mine workings. One hole
was used for the thermosyphon and the second was drilled about 2 m away to monitor
the temperature in the adjacent bedrock using resistance temperature detectors
(RTDs). The drilling was carried out in December 2001 and the installation of the
thermosyphon with the instrumentation was completed in March 2002. Figure 1 shows
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the location of the experimental thermosyphon and Figure 11 shows a cross-section of
the installation. An as-built report is included in Appendix A.
RTD probes were installed to monitor temperature at various depths along the
thermosyphon and inside the adjacent temperature-monitoring hole. RTDs were also
installed to monitor the ambient air temperature and the temperature on the radiator of
the thermosyphon. Wind speed is also monitored. The data are collected using a
datalogger that is programmed to store measurements on a daily basis. The
thermosyphon and the automated monitoring system have been in operation since
March 2002.
The thermosyphon and the temperature monitoring holes were both surveyed for
vertical alignment. The purpose of this survey was to measure the distance between
the thermosyphon and the adjacent temperature monitoring hole. The vertical
alignments were measured using the EZ-Shot electronic single-shot drilled-hole
survey probe, which is manufactured by Reflex Instrument. Six measurements were
taken at various depths inside both holes and the results are shown in Figure 12. The
horizontal distance between the two holes is 2.1 m at the surface and increases to 2.8
m at a depth of 88.4 m.
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Figure 12 Horizontal distance between thermosyphon and temperature-monitoring hole

3.2.3

Results to Date
The data collected to date indicate that the installed thermosyphon is capable of
developing freezing conditions over its entire 100 m length. The adjacent temperaturemonitoring hole already reacted to the heat extraction provided by the thermosyphon
over a few months as indicated in Figure 13. However, a full winter season will be
required before the rate of ground freezing can be completely assessed.
Figure 13 shows the temperature profile along the thermosyphon and in the adjacent
temperature-monitoring hole. The temperature profile of the temperature monitoring
hole is also shown in Figure 9. Figure 13 indicates that the temperature along the
thermosyphon below the surface was about -13 °C on March 5, 2002 and about
-8.5 °C on May 3, 2002. The different temperatures measured on the thermosyphon
are simply due to different ambient air temperatures and wind speeds at the surface at
the time of the measurement. The adjacent temperature-monitoring hole reacted to the
heat extracted by the thermosyphon as indicated by the temperature decrease over time
in Figure 13. The temperature decreased by about 0.5 °C between March 5th and May
3rd, 2002. The temperature measurements indicate that permafrost was present down to
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a depth of about 25 m when the thermosyphon was installed. The geothermal gradient
measured in the temperature-monitoring hole is 29.7 °C km-1.
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Figure 13 Temperature profiles, experimental thermosyphon
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This section discusses the four methods potentially available for freezing the ground
around the chambers and stopes containing arsenic dust at the Giant Mine.
4.1.1

Re-Establishing Natural Permafrost
The re-establishment of the natural permafrost is dependent on the surface conditions
and the geothermal heat flux. The literature review and the field measurements
indicated that a peat cover would be required at the surface if permafrost is to exist at
the Giant Mine. The literature also reported that the current thermal regime at Giant
Mine could probably support permafrost to a maximum depth of 50 m. Such depth
would not be sufficient to freeze the bottom portion of the chambers and stopes. Reestablishing natural permafrost is therefore not a viable option to encapsulate the
chambers and stopes with frozen ground. Artificial freezing will be required.
Although the thermal conditions at Giant Mine are not adequate to sustain permafrost
around the chambers and stopes, there could be other reasons to promote the
development of permafrost. The cooler conditions at the surface would increase the
time to thaw and would reduce the amount of heat that the artificial freezing system
would have to extract.
The promotion of permafrost would require modifications to surface features at Giant
Mine. Such modifications include backfilling and covering some of the open pits,
altering the bedrock knoll over area AR1 (see Figure 1), covering selected areas above
the chambers and stopes, and improving the channel of Baker Creek. Conceptual
designs and cost estimates were prepared for changing those surface features and are
presented in Appendix F.

4.1.2 Active System
Ground freezing can be accomplished by cooling a brine solution using a refrigeration
plant and then circulating the brine through pipes in the ground where it can remove
heat by conduction and convection processes. Such a system is identified as an active
system. Active systems use an ammonia compressor and brine distribution system
(similar to ice hockey rinks) and have the capacity of maintaining constant
temperatures down to –40 °C. For this project, the chilled brine piping network could
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either be installed underground around the various chambers and stopes or it could be
installed from the surface. Both options require a freezing a plant at the surface. Only
the surface installation has been considered for this assessment.
4.1.3

Passive System
Ground freezing can also be achieved in cooler climates using thermosyphons. As
described in Section 3.2.1, a thermosyphon is a hollow pipe with one end protruding
above surface that acts as a heat exchanger when the ambient temperature is colder
than the subsurface. The system operates without mechanical assistance, i.e. passively,
as long as the air temperature is cooler than the ground temperature. Yellowknife
current has a mean annual ambient temperature of about –5.2 °C and freezing
conditions are present for over half of the year. Thermosyphons are commonly used in
Yellowknife and the test reported in Section 2.5 shows that they would also work at
Giant Mine and at the depths required to freeze the rock around the arsenic chambers
and stopes. Thermosyphons have also been used extensively for the Alaska Pipeline.

4.1.4

Hybrid System
The hybrid system is simply a thermosyphon with an active cooling mechanism
attached to the pipe. The mechanical cooling system simply provides the cooling
required to condense the carbon dioxide inside the thermosyphon. The cooling
mechanism is usually operated when the ambient temperature is above freezing but
can also be operated full time. Such a system has the capacity of maintaining cooling
efficiency over the entire year. It has the capacity to maintain cooling temperatures
down to –40 to -30 °C, which is comparable to a conventional active system.

4.2

Conceptual design

4.2.1

Criteria
The freezing temperature of groundwater will usually be reduced by the presence of
impurities such as salts and dissolved metals. For example, saline water with a NaCl
concentration of 30% will freeze at -2 °C instead of 0 °C for pure water. Laboratory
tests on arsenic saturated water showed a freezing temperature of -0.7 °C. The
freezing temperature will also be depressed when water has penetrated small fissures:
a fissure of 1 micrometer will depress the freezing temperature by 0.05 °C.
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The freezing temperature (phase change of water) assumed in the design of the ground
freezing was set to -1 °C to compensate for the above factors. However, to further
increase the level of confidence of the frozen condition of the arsenic dust, a minimum
temperature of -2 °C was set as the criterion by which the ground and arsenic dust
would be considered properly frozen. Additionally, the chambers and stopes would be
considered properly frozen when a zone of at least 5 m into the dust and 5 m into the
bedrock would be colder than -2 °C. This would be required for the bottom and the
side walls of the chambers and stopes.
The active and hybrid freezing systems can maintain temperatures in the range of -40
to -30 °C at the source, but the temperature will likely increase along the freezing
pipes due to losses. For the design calculations, the temperature of active and hybrid
freezing systems was considered to be limited to -25 °C.
4.2.2

Methodology
Two approaches were considered to freeze artificially the ground around the chambers
and stopes. One of the approaches would be to create a frozen shell around the
chambers. The other approach would involve more steps and would freeze the dust in
a saturated state, thus creating a solid frozen block. Once frozen, the chambers and
stopes would then need to be maintained frozen in the long term. The following
sections present both approaches to freeze the chambers and stopes, and the long term
maintenance of the frozen conditions.

4.2.2.1 Frozen Shell
The frozen shell would consist of freezing the ground around the chambers and stopes
by installing vertical freezing pipes from the surface as illustrated in Figure 14. The
dust would likely remain unsaturated with this approach. The cooling system would
be operated from the surface. The depth of the vertical pipes would extend at least 10
m below the lowest elevation of the individual chambers and stopes. The extension of
the pipes below the bottom of the chambers is to provide additional freezing capacity
for the bottom portion of the chambers and stopes. The freezing pipes would also be
installed with an offset of at least 6 m from the chambers and stopes to prevent the
drilling from intercepting arsenic dust. The frozen shell would require that the mine
workings remain dewatered until the ground and the dust is properly frozen.
All the drilled holes would be subject to packer tests before installing the pipes. Packer
tests consist of injecting water to measure the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the
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bedrock. They would also enable the saturation of the host rock in the vicinity of the
drilled holes, thus filling the cracks and fissures with water. The water filled voids
would then create an impervious barrier once fully frozen.

Existing
Ground Surface

Frozen

Preparation

Ground
Surface

Ground
Surface
Vertical
Freezing Pipes

Vertical
Freezing Pipes

Chamber/
Stope

Chamber/
Stope

Chamber/
Stope

Unsaturated

Unsaturated

Unsaturated

Frozen
Region

Figure 14 Frozen shell – conceptual approach

4.2.2.2 Frozen Block
The concept of the frozen block involves more steps, as illustrated in Figure 15:
•

freeze the bottom portion of the chambers and stopes

•

freeze the perimeter

•

saturate the dust

•

continue the freezing until the dust is completely frozen

The system to freeze the bottom at each chamber and stope would be installed from
underground using the existing mine workings for access. Additional drifts would be
developed to improve the access to some of the chambers and stopes. Holes would be
drilled with an offset of 6 m from the chambers and stopes to prevent the drilling from
intercepting the dust. The freezing system would be installed in the holes and operated
either from the mine workings or from the surface. The freezing system would be
decommissioned upon completion of the bottom freezing. The selected freezing
criterion is a temperature of -2 °C within 5 m above the lowest elevation of the dust
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inside the storage areas. This task will require that the mine workings remain
dewatered.
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Figure 15 Frozen block – conceptual approach
The second task consists of freezing the ground along the perimeter of the chambers
and stopes using the same system and procedure described for the frozen shell. The
freezing of the perimeter does not have to wait for the bottom to be fully frozen.
However, it would have to be controlled to prevent the dust from freezing before it is
saturated. This task will also require that the mine workings remain dewatered because
the dust is not fully encapsulated and has not been saturated. The perimeter would be
considered frozen when the temperature on the walls of the chambers and stopes
would be colder than -5 °C.
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Once the bottom and the perimeter are frozen, the third task would consist of flooding
the inside of the chambers and stopes by injecting cooled water through the top. Each
chamber and stope would require drilled holes to monitor the rate of flooding and to
confirm that the dust has been saturated. Dewatering of the mine workings would be
maintained until the monitoring program confirms that no contaminated water is being
released by the saturated dust.
The saturated dust will take more time to freeze, primarily due to the latent heat
released by the water during the freezing process. However, the saturated dust will
provide some benefits. The frozen saturated dust will become an impervious block,
thus preventing additional migration of contaminants. It will also increase the amount
of heat required to thaw, resulting in longer periods before thawing would occur.
The fourth task is to maintain in operation the vertical freezing system until the
chambers and stopes would be sufficiently frozen. As indicated earlier, the criteria
would be a temperature of -2 °C or colder within a 5 m zone in the dust and in the
adjacent bedrock along the bottom and the side walls.
4.2.2.3 Maintenance of Frozen Conditions
Once the chambers and stopes are properly frozen, the freezing system would be either
modified or adjusted to maintain the frozen conditions in the long term.
One of the possibilities would be to reduce the capacity of the freezing system to a
level sufficient to prevent the dust temperature from rising above -2 °C. Another
option would be to cycle the freezing with periods of no-freezing. These two options
would probably require similar amounts of heat extraction, the difference being the
rate at which the heat extraction is applied. The scaled down option would require a
lower heat extraction rate that would be applied continuously while the cyclic option
would require a larger heat extraction rate applied sporadically.
Modifications of surface conditions to promote the development of permafrost would
not be sufficient to sustain the frozen conditions as discussed earlier. Passive cooling
by circulating cold air above the chambers and stopes will likely be insufficient as will
be shown with the thermal modelling later in this report. These two passive options
would have to be complemented with artificial cooling.
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The bottom portion of the chambers and stopes would be frozen by installing the
freezing system from the existing mine workings. The freezing system would be either
an active or hybrid freezing system and would be operated either from underground or
from the surface. Figure 16 provides a schematic of the approach to freeze the bottom
portion of the chambers and stopes.
Prior to the installation of the freezing system, the access locations would probably
have to be cleaned and upgraded to provide water and power for the drilling and the
installation. The drilling points would have to be developed to obtain a chamber of at
least 10 m by 5 m and 5 m high. This is to accommodate the drill and the installation
of the freezing pipes. The drill cuttings would have to be evacuated, probably by
constructing a sump with a proper pumping system. The freezing pipes would be
designed to fit inside a 122 mm hole (PQ size diamond drill hole) or smaller. Larger
diameter holes would require much larger drilling equipment, which is not readily
available for underground applications.
The freezing pipes would be installed horizontally or slightly sloped downward. The
freezing pipes would not penetrate the chambers and stopes. Since most of the
chambers and stopes will have the pipes installed from one location, the general layout
would be similar to the shape of a fan as shown in Figure 16. The spacing of the
freezing pipes will be about 3 m apart at the end. Additional drifts would be developed
for stopes B208 and B212-B213-B214 to improve the efficiency of drilling and to
reduce the installation costs.
The bottom freezing would require about 170 freezing pipes. The total length of
drilling would be about 8,900 m and about 60 m of additional drifts would be
constructed. The drilling points would require the development of a small drill
chamber (10 x 5 x 5 m) for each of the chambers and stopes. The preparation of the
drilling locations would also require power, water supply and a system to evacuate the
drill cuttings. Table 9 shows the drilling requirements for each individual chambers
and stopes.
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Figure 16 Pipe layout to freeze the bottom of chambers and stopes – conceptual
approach
Arctic Foundations of Canada Inc. submitted a proposed design for the bottom
freezing that consisted of a hybrid system based on thermosyphons. They proposed to
install a loop-back freezing consisting of two 19 mm pipes that would be installed
inside 96 mm holes (HQ size). The freezing pipes would be connected to the surface
through two 150 mm holes. The cooling mechanism would be installed and operated
from the surface. The installation would also include radiators at the surface, thus
enabling the cooling system to be operated passively (thermosyphon) during the
winter.
The estimated cost to freeze the bottom of all of the arsenic trioxide chambers and
stopes is $6,900,000. It includes preparation, drilling, installation of the freezing
system and dismantling the freezing system once the bottom is considered sufficiently
frozen. The annual cost to operate the bottom freezing has been estimated to $300,000
per year. The cost to freeze the bottom portion of the chambers and stopes is
summarised in Table 10 below. It does not include the cost to dewater the mine
workings which is required for the entire duration of the freezing of the bottom
portion.
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TABLE 9
Estimated drilling to freeze the bottom portion of the chambers and stopes

Area

AR1

AR2

AR3

AR4

Stope
or
chamber

Estimated
distance
(m)

Width
at hole
toe
(m)

#11
#12
#14
#9
#10
C212
B230
B236
B235
B233
B234
B208
B212-214

20 – 30
42.7
64
112.8
42.7
45.7
70.1
48.8
51.8
61
51.8
57.9
45 - 75

36.6
76.2
18.3
30.5
21.3
48.8
24.4
18.3
18.3
24.4
18.3
45.7
91.4

Toe
spacing
(m)

Number
of holes

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Total:

13
26
7
11
8
17
9
7
7
9
7
16
31
168

Average
hole
length
(m)

Total
drill
length
(m)

27.4
42.7
73.2
100.6
36.6
30.5
64
48.8
51.8
48.8
54.9
51.8
67.1

356
1,110
512
1,107
293
519
576
342
363
439
384
829
2,080
8,910

Hole
collar
set-up
elevation
(ft)
5884
5884
5884
5736
5736
5736
5756
5756
5756
5756
5756
5756
5756

TABLE 10
Estimated cost to freeze the bottom portion of the chambers and stopes
Task
Preparation
Drilling
Freezing system
Decommissioning
Total:
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Freezing on Perimeter
The perimeter of the chambers and stopes would be frozen initially with either an
active freezing system or a hybrid freezing system. The active and the hybrid systems
were selected because they have greater heat extraction capacity, thus would be
quicker to cool the ground. As presented in the later sections, thermosyphons are
capable of freezing the dust but they require more time to obtain the same result as the
active and hybrid systems. The thermosyphons, however, are more economical to
maintain the freezing conditions in the long term.
The perimeter will be frozen by installing pipes that would extend at least 10 m below
the lowest elevation of the chambers and stopes. The surface would have to be
prepared to facilitate the drilling and installations. The freezing pipes would be
installed no closer than 6 m from the perimeter wall of the chambers and stopes. All
the drilled holes would be subject to packer tests before installing the pipes as
indicated previously. The mine workings would remain dewatered until the arsenic
dust is considered sufficiently frozen.
The following sections present the proposed designs for active, passive and hybrid
systems to freeze the perimeter and the content of the chambers and stopes.

4.3.2.1 Active Systems
MoreTrench American Corporation prepared a proposed design to construct and
commission an active cooling system that would consists of a pipe spacing of 2 to 2.5
m installed around the chambers and stopes. The layout of the pipes would include a 6
m offset and would extend at least 10 m below the bottom of the chambers and stopes.
MoreTrench estimated that the time to freeze the chambers and stopes would be at
least 15 months. They also specified that the operating and maintenance of the cooling
plant would require at least a refrigeration engineer with two technical persons on a
continuous basis. Parts and consumables can be expected, in addition to the power
consumption of about 2,300 kWatts per year. The power consumption will be higher
during the initial freezing phase of the project. MoreTrench estimated the installation
cost at $15,000,000US. The estimated cost for the engineering design, overhead and
profits would be an additional $3,750,000US (25% of the installation cost). The
operating and maintenance costs were not provided. The proposal submitted by
MoreTrench is preliminary and should be used as indicative only. A copy of their cost
estimated is included in Appendix D.
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4.3.2.2 Hybrid and Passive Systems
Arctic Foundations has prepared a passive system design that calls for installing 728
thermosyphons. Each chamber and stope would be frozen individually, except for the
stopes B212, B213 and B214 which would be treated as a single component. The
thermosyphons would be installed vertically with a horizontal offset of 6 m from the
extent of the chambers and stopes. This extent is outlined in Figure 2 to 6 and the
dimensions are listed in Table 1. The 6 m horizontal offset is to minimise the risk of
drilling into the chambers or stopes. The thermosyphons will be installed to a depth
that exceeds the bottom of the chambers and stopes by a distance of 10 m. Table 9
summarises the dimensions and quantities of the thermosyphons proposed by Arctic
Foundations. A copy of the design that was submitted by Arctic Foundations is
included in Appendix E.
Arctic Foundations also prepared a design for a hybrid system, with mechanical
refrigeration units attached to each thermosyphon. The hybrid system would provide
heat extraction throughout the year and could also be operated throughout the year to
maintain higher cooling performance. Arctic Foundations expects that the hybrid
system will maintain a temperature of at least -40 °C when in operation. The hybrid
system will require about 700 kWatts of electricity annually.
The designs submitted by Arctic Foundations divided the thermosyphons into four
groups. The four groups are based on the size of the radiator used on the
thermosyphon and the spacing between the thermosyphon as indicated in Table 11.
Three sizes of radiators are proposed: 19.5, 31.6 and 39 m2. The proposed spacings are
2.5, 3, 3.5 and 4 m. The depths are dependent on the geometry of the chambers and
stopes and pipe length below the surface will vary from 56.9 to 102.1 m.
The estimated cost for the hybrid system is $23,500,000 while the thermosyphons only
is estimated at $19,500,000. These estimates include a $6,609,600 cost for drilling.
The cost estimates do not include the operating and maintenance costs.
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TABLE 11
Thermosyphons, design summary for passive and hybrid systems

Group
B11
Chamber
*
1
Chamber
B12
B14
Chamber
*
Chamber
C9
2
C10
Chamber
C212
Stope
*
Stope
B208
B230
Chamber
B233
Chamber
3
B234
Chamber
B235
Chamber
B236
Chamber
*
B212
*
4
Stope
B213
*
B214
Note: * : selected for thermal modelling

4.3.3

Depth
(m)
56.9
68.9
57.0
99.6
94.4
92.9
97.2
99.4
91.1
90.5

Quantity
35
51
47
38
37
77
89
38
50
48

100.8

80

102.1

138

Spacing
(m)

Surface of
radiator
(m2)

4

19.5

3.5

31.6

3.0

31.6

2.5

39.0

Saturation of the Arsenic Dust
The arsenic dust would be saturated by drilling holes from the surface through the
crown pillar down to the arsenic dust. Precautions would have to be taken to prevent
any release of arsenic. Water would then be pumped in the chamber or stope until the
water level would reach the top of the chamber or stope. The water would be cooled to
about +4 °C before being injected. The dust will likely require between 100,000 to
130,000 m3 of water before reaching complete saturation.
The cost to saturate the dust is estimated at $400,000, based on $300,000 for the
drilling and $100,000 for injecting the water (pumping, pipes, cooling system,
controls, etc).

4.3.4

Long Term Operations
The term operation would consist essentially of making sure that the temperature 5 m
in the dust and in the adjacent bedrock remains colder than -2 °C. One approach is to
depend on thermosyphons to maintain the frozen conditions in the long term. Another
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approach would be to cycle the active or hybrid cooling systems based on temperature
monitoring. The thermosyphons are probably the most cost effective option.
Freezing pipes used for active freezing and thermosyphons are generally very robust
devices. It is expected that the thermosyphons and the pipes used for the active
system will be operational for a period of at least 75 years before they requiring
maintenance. It can be expected that, over that 75-year period, a certain percentage of
pipes will need to be repaired and that some holes would have to be re-drilled. It has
been assumed that the replacement cost would represent 5% of the capital cost which
would be applied on a ten year cycle. This cost represents about $1,200,000 every ten
years.
A team of 3 people would probably be sufficient to operate and maintain the active
and hybrid freezing systems, representing an annual cost of about $300,000. The
passive system would probably require at least 2 people, for an annual cost of about
$200,000.
4.3.5

Other Considerations

4.3.5.1 Baker Creek
Baker Creek crosses the area where the chambers and stopes are located and is
probably an important contributor to the groundwater that flows in the vicinity of
stope C212 and the chambers C9 and C10. The water infiltration originating from
Baker Creek could impact the freezing due to the additional heat flux moving through
the system. There is also the possibility that mine openings, exploration holes or other
cavities connect to Baker Creek. It is, therefore, important that the infiltration from
Baker Creek be kept to a minimum.
The engineering report included in Appendix F presents three approaches to reduce
the infiltration from Baker Creek. The first two approaches consist of preventing
water from ponding along Baker Creek by re-grading sections of the creek and by
installing larger road culverts. The second approach also includes the placement of a
synthetic liner at the bottom of the Baker Creek channel. The third option would
consist of diverting Baker Creek outside the area the chambers and stopes. The
estimated costs for these three options vary between $305,915 and $1,237,270.
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4.3.5.2 Wetland in Area AR3
The wetland present in Area AR3, immediately north of the mill, could also be a
source of water to the chambers and stopes in that area. This area has a dam that
retains seasonal surface runoff that originally reported to Baker Creek. The water is
retained because the surface of that area contains traces of arsenic dust released
through the stack during the mine operations. The approach presented in the
engineering report of Appendix F consists of breaching the dam, replacing the top
layer of soil with a compacted layer of clean fine-grained soil and a layer of topsoil.
An alternative approach would be to breach the dam to prevent ponded water but the
contaminated soil would remain in place. This approach would require the collection
and treatment of the surface runoff. The estimated cost is $894,504 to decontaminate
and cover the area, or alternate cost is $73,620 if the remediation work is to prevent
ponding but would require on-going water treatment.
4.3.5.3 Backfilling B1 and B2 and C1 Pits
Pits B1 and B2, and to a lesser extent, Pit C1, are located near some chambers and
stopes, as indicated in Figure 1. In addition to the safety hazard associated with them,
these pits capture precipitation and direct it into the underground mine workings. They
also attract heat from solar radiation. The water and solar radiation could impact the
freezing of the chambers and stopes. It is, therefore, recommended that Pits B1, B2
and C1 be backfilled and covered with a suitable insulating soil. The engineering
study included in Appendix F estimated the cost at $8,705,450.
4.3.5.4 Rock Outcrop above Area AR1
The rock outcrop above Area AR1 (Figure 1) acts as a heat sink and will inhibit
freezing of the underlying chambers. It would be beneficial to alter the surface
conditions such that this situation is eliminated. The removal of this rock outcrop was
assessed and is discussed in the engineering study included in Appendix F. An
important consideration relative to removal of the outcrop is that special care will have
to be taken to minimize subsurface disturbance during blasting, since that may have an
impact on the mechanical stability of the crown-pillar of the chambers. The costs
associated with removing the outcrop is estimated at $3,346,325.
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4.3.5.5 Rock Mechanics
Freezing the ground around and within the chambers should increase the strength of
the bedrock and overburden. However, the water present inside fractures and voids
will expand when freezing and could increase the stresses along those fractures and
voids. Such stress could trigger structural instabilities in the areas where the ground
will become frozen. Rock failures caused by freezing was not assessed for this ground
freezing study.
4.3.5.6 Dewatering
One of the main aspects of the hydrogeology in relation to freezing is the velocity of
the groundwater in the vicinity the chambers and stopes. Groundwater will transport
heat and has the capacity of transferring sufficient heat to thaw frozen ground if the
velocity is sufficiently high. According to the information presented in Supporting
Document - Giant Mine Hydrogeology, it appears that the lateral velocity of water will
likely be in the order of 10-6 m s-1, based on a lateral gradient of 0.013. Such water
velocity should not impact the frozen ground, considering that ground freezing
contractors often use 1 x 10-5 m s-1 (1 m day-1) as the maximum allowable water
velocity. However, there would still be a risk of localised rapid movement of
groundwater that could prevent freezing in those localised areas. It is therefore
important that control of the hydraulic gradients be maintained until the freezing is
completed.
Flooding of the mine workings can be completed once the chambers and stopes are
considered frozen. The frozen shell option would be more sensitive to flooding since
the dust would still have air voids. The frozen block option would be safer since the
pore space would be filled with ice, creating an impervious block. Regardless of the
freezing option, the rate of flooding should be controlled to prevent any impact on the
frozen chambers and stopes. It is important that the velocity of the incoming water
during flooding be monitored both vertically and horizontally. It would be prudent to
pay attention in the areas where fracture zones, voids or openings are known to exist.
Exploration drill holes are probably the most susceptible opening to be encountered in
the vicinity of the chambers and stopes. It is also important that the lateral and vertical
velocities of the groundwater be monitored after the flooding is complete to assure that
these are within acceptable limits.
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4.3.5.7 Drilling
The holes used to install the pipes for the freezing systems will have to be within an
acceptable tolerance. The allowable error in the alignment of the drilled hole should
not exceed half the spacing of two adjacent holes. This is to prevent two adjacent
holes from “colliding”. It is also important that the pipes do not “drift” away from the
chambers and stopes which would increase the time to freeze the dust. As indicated in
Table 9, the critical dimensions are for stopes B212, B213 and B214 where the
maximum depth is 102 m and the spacing is 2.5 m. The maximum hole deviation
would therefore be limited to 1.25 m or 1.2%.
The designs described herein are based on an offset of 6 m from the extent of the walls
of the chambers and stopes. The 6 m offset will not eliminate the possibility of
intercepting the cavity of a chamber or stope during the drilling. It is, therefore,
important that preventive measures be implemented as part of the drilling programme,
in case arsenic dust is encountered during the drilling.

4.4

Thermal Modelling

4.4.1

Overview
The following sections present the modelling that was carried out to assess the
freezing of the chambers and stopes. The modelled scenarios were intended to:
•

Simulate the temperature profile observed in temperature-monitoring hole AS5
to validate the thermal model.

•

Predict the time required to freeze the bedrock around the chambers and stopes
using the proposed freezing systems.

•

Predict the time for frozen chambers or stopes to thaw if the cooling devices
are shut-down.

The thermal modelling was carried out using the finite element model TEMP/W
version 5.11 developed by Geo-Slope International Ltd. TEMP/W models heat
transport for both steady-state or time-dependent analyses. It incorporates the latent
heat associated with phase changes of water. The geometry is treated as a 2D plan to
represent a horizontal plan-view, a vertical cross-section or a vertical axisymmetrical
cylinder. TEMP/W supports multiple boundary conditions as well as transient
boundary conditions. Climatic data can be used for a boundary condition and
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thermosyphon is another boundary type that can be specified in TEMP/W. Further
details are available in the User’s Manual of TEMP/W (Geo-Slope International Inc.,
2001).
4.4.2

Material Properties
TEMP/W requires the following parameters to describe the material being modelled:
•

volumetric heat capacity, frozen and unfrozen (kJ m-3 °C-1);

•

volumetric water content (m3 m-3)

•

thermal conductivity vs temperature over the frozen and unfrozen range
(kJ m-1 day-1 °C)

•

unfrozen volumetric water content vs temperature over the frozen and unfrozen
range (kJ m-1 day-1 °C-1)

•

latent heat of water (kJ m-3)

The following sections summarises the material properties selections.
4.4.2.1 Arsenic Trioxide
Most of the available data on the physical properties of the dust were generated by a
study conducted by Geocon Inc. (1981). Arsenic dust samples were recovered during
this investigation and several physical properties were measured. The results are
summarized in Supporting Document - Giant Mine Arsenic Trioxide Dust Properties.
The extracted samples were significantly disturbed, and cannot be considered
representative of the in situ dust conditions. Several of the inferred in-place densities
were probably higher than the true values, due to compaction of the samples, and the
lowest value in the reported range of 1300 kg m-3 is considered most representative of
the true in situ conditions.
The highest measured moisture content was 6.3%, suggesting that some of the
sampled material was wet, but not saturated with water. Since only two of the
chambers were drilled through to the bottom, the data gathered on the in situ moisture
content is incomplete, and the material near the bottom of some of the chambers and
stopes may have been saturated with water at the time of the study. Subsequent
inspections of the lower chamber bulkheads have found water seeping through the
face of some bulkheads and the rock surrounding them, suggesting that at least some
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portion of certain chambers and stopes may currently be saturated with water. For the
purpose of modelling, the bottom 20% of the total height of the chambers and stopes
has been considered saturated.
The thermal conductivity was measured on three dust samples. Two tests were carried
out on dry samples, with values of 0.096 W m-1 °C-1 (dry sample) and 0.1 W m-1 °C-1
(1% gravimetric water content). The third test gave a thermal conductivity value of
27 kJ m-1 day-1 °C-1 on a wet sample with a gravimetric water content of 0.3 (degree of
saturation of 94%). The volumetric heat capacity was calculated on the assumption of
a dust composition of 50% of As2O3 and 50% of greenstone powder. The parameters
used in the thermal model for As2O3 are summarised in Table 12.
4.4.2.2 Bedrock
The bedrock was considered to be greenstone and the parameters were based on values
reported in the literature. Three porosity values and two thermal conductivity values
combined with dry and saturated conditions were considered to reflect the extreme
possible range for the thermal analysis.
Porosity values of 0.00, 0.01 and 0.05 were selected to cover the possible range,
although the factual information tends to support values of 0.01 or less. It is unlikely
that the porosity would reach a value of 0.05 over the entire profile, but it was used to
assess the impact of water under saturated condition. The two thermal conductivity
values represent the range that has been reported for greenstone in the Yellowknife
area. The values selected for modelling are summarised in Table 13.
4.4.2.3 Overburden
The description of the overburden is based primarily on a fine-grained soil, typical of a
clay and silt mixture. Due to its water retention capacity, it was assumed that the finegrained material would remain near saturation. The values selected for the model are
based on Geocon (1981), Judge (1973) and Andersland and Ladanyi (1998) and are
listed in Table 14.
4.4.2.4 Peat
Peat properties can vary considerably depending on the environment where it is
encountered. The selected values listed in Table 15 for the peat are typical of muskeg
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that would be encountered in the Yellowknife region. The peat was assumed to have a
degree of saturation of 75%.
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TABLE 12
Properties for thermal modelling – Arsenic trioxide (As2O3)
Parameter

Value

Units

2.6 to 3.2

Specific gravity Gs
Selected value:
Bulk dry density (ρdry )
Selected value:

Source

Comment

Geocon (1981)
Geocon (1981)

3.17
1345 to 1618

kg m-3

1345

kg m-3
3

Average

Geocon (1981)
Recommended value SRK (2001)

-3

Porosity (n)

0.58

m m

Thermal conductivity (K)

8.64

kJ m-1 day-1 °C-1

Lakefield Research (2002)

8.04

“

“

Dry

26.9

"

"

Wet~saturated, gravimetric water content=0.3

8.64

kJ m-1 day-1 °C-1

Saturated, unfrozen:

24

kJ m-1 day-1 °C-1

Saturated, frozen:

52

kJ m-1 day-1 °C-1

0.49

kJ kg-1 °C-1

Selected values
Dry:

Gravimetric heat capacity (cg)

Calculated from ρdry, ρwater and Gs

Leitner et al. (2002)

Gravimetric water content=0.01

As2O3
Calculated from cg and ρdry. Assumed 50%
As2O3 and 50% greenstone.

Volumetric heat capacity (cv)
Selected values
Dry:

867

kJ m-3 °C-1

Saturated, unfrozen:

3315

"

Saturated, frozen:

2080

"

Based on cg and ρdry

Note: 1 W m-1 K-1 = 86.4 kJ m-1 day-1 °C-1
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TABLE 13
Properties for thermal modelling - Bedrock
Parameter
Porosity (n)
Selected values:
Bulk dry density (ρdry)
Selected values:
Thermal conductivity (K)

Value

Units

Source

0.002

m3 m-3

Judge (1973)

0.01

"

2960

kg m-3

2930

"

235

kJ m-1 day-1 °C-1

Brown (1973)

95 to 233

"

Judge (1973)

132

"

Long (2002)

Comment

@ n=0.002, Judge (1973)

138

"

Selected values:
Klow @ n=0.01, dry, unfrozen, frozen

92

kJ m-1 day-1 °C-1

Low value (Klow)

Khigh @ n=0.01, dry, unfrozen, frozen

224

"

High value (Khigh)

Klow @ n=0.01, saturated, unfrozen

94

"

Khigh @ n=0.01, saturated, unfrozen

231

"

Klow @ n=0.01, saturated, frozen

96

"

Khigh @ n=0.01, saturated, frozen

235

"

0.840

kJ kg-1 °C-1

Andersland and Ladanyi (1994)

0.852

"

ANSTO (1999)

0.757

"

Gravimetric heat capacity (cg)

Selected value:

0.80

-1

Timms and Hennessy (1999)

Average value for waste rock from hard rock
mines

Long (2002)
-1

kJ kg °C

Calculated from cg and ρdry

Volumetric heat capacity (cv)
Selected values:
n=0.01, dry, unfrozen, frozen

2344

kJ m-3 °C-1

n=0.01, saturated, unfrozen

2386

"

n=0.01, saturated, frozen

2365

"
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TABLE 14
Properties for thermal modelling - Overburden
Parameter

Value

Gravimetric water content (w)

0.25

Units
kg kg-1

Volumetric water content (θ)

0.38

m3 m-3
3

Calculated from w, n and ρdry
Geocon (1981)

Average from 4 measurements

Geocon (1981)

Average from 4 measurements, assumed
saturated sample

0.96

m m

Bulk density (ρ)

1900

kg m-3

Dry bulk density (ρdry)

1520

kg m-3

Porosity (n)

Comment
Average from 4 measurements

-3

Void ratio (e)

3

Source
Geocon (1981)

Calculated from w, e and ρ

-3

Calculated from w, e and ρ

0.49

m m

121

kJ m-1 day-1 °C-1

Thermal conductivity (K)
Selected values
Unfrozen:
Frozen:
Gravimetric heat capacity (cg)

181
0.90

-1

-1

-1

kJ m day °C
-1

-1

kJ kg °C

Judge (1973)
Judge (1973)
Andersland and Ladanyi (1994)
Calculated from cg and ρdry

Volumetric heat capacity (cg)
Selected values
Unfrozen:

2972

kJ m-3 °C-1

Frozen:

2162

"
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TABLE 15
Properties for thermal modelling - Peat
Parameter

Value

Porosity (n)

Selected value:
Bulk dry density (

dry))

Selected value:
Volumetric water content
Selected value:
Thermal conductivity (K)

Units
3

Source

-3

0.94 to 0.97

m m

Mölder and Kellner (2002)

0.83

"

Linell (1973)

0.83 to 0.94

"

MacFarlane (1969)

0.85

m3 m-3

250

kg m-3

Andersland and Ladanyi (1994)

320

"

Linell (1973)

80 to 320

"

MacFarlane (1969)

250

kg m-3

0.83

m3 m-3

Linell (1973)

0.38 & 0.94

"

Mölder and Kellner (2002)

0.638

m3 m-3
-1

Comment

If based on saturated conditions
Based on 75% saturation

-1

-1

6.05

kJ m day °C

Andersland and Ladanyi (1994)

41.5 ± 3.5

"

Farouki (1986)

Frozen
Unfrozen

30.2

"

Farouki (1986)

13.0 to 36.3

"

Gray et al. (1988)

34.6

"

Kersten (1949)
"

80.4

"

Selected values
Unfrozen:

30

kJ m-1 day-1 °C-1

Frozen:

69

kJ m-1 day-1 °C-1

2.09

kJ kg-1 °C-1

3182

-3

kJ m °C

Kersten (1949)
"

Dry

Unfrozen
Frozen

Gravimetric heat capacity (cg)
Selected value:
Volumetric heat capacity (cv)

-1

1884

"

Selected values
Unfrozen:

3215

kJ m-3 °C-1

Frozen:

1856

"
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Validation of Thermal Model
The validation of the thermal model consisted of reproducing the temperature profile
measured inside the temperature monitoring hole AS5. The following sections
summarises the modelling that was carried out to validate the thermal model.

4.4.3.1 Setup
The validation is based on the assumption that the linear portion of the temperature
profile in AS5 (see Figure 9) corresponds to the thermal conditions prior to the mining
activity at Giant Mine. This linear temperature profile was used as the initial condition
for the thermal model. It is then assumed that the current mean annual surface
temperature of +1 °C in AS5 has been in place since the surface was disturbed by the
mining activity.
The simulation of AS5 is a unidimensional problem which can be approximated with a
narrow geometry of 5 m in width as indicated in Figure 17. Two bedrock types were
used, namely Klow and Khigh as described in Table 13. The vertical boundaries on both
sides were set to no-flux boundaries since the heat flow is vertical only.
The bottom boundary was controlled by the geothermal heat flux that was calculated
from the measured geothermal gradient in AS5 (19.4 °C km-1) and the thermal
conductivity of the two bedrock types (Klow and Khigh). Table 16 compares the values
of the geothermal unit heat flux that was in the model with values reported in the
literature.
TABLE 16
Geothermal unit heat flux
Value
3.63 ± 0.69

Units
kJ m-2 day-1

Source
Andersland and Anderson (1978)

3.80 ± 0.86

kJ m-2 day-1

Judge (1973)

3.6 to 7.2

-2

-1

kJ m day

Gold & Lachenbruch (1973)

2.82

-2

-1

kJ m day

Thermosyphon

With Klow=95 KJ m-1 day-1

6.98

kJ m-2 day-1

Thermosyphon

With Khigh=235 KJ m-1 day-1

1.82

kJ m-2 day-1

AS 5

With Klow=95 KJ m-1 day-1

4.48

kJ m-2 day-1

AS 5

With Khigh=235 KJ m-1 day-1
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The surface boundary was controlled by a fixed temperature. The initial temperature
profile was generated by imposing a temperature of -0.6 °C at the surface, which
represents the mean annual surface temperature prior to the disturbance of the mining
activities. The surface disturbance was then “triggered” by shifting the surface
temperature to +1 °C, which corresponds to the current mean annual surface
temperature indicated in Figure 9.
The thermal model was run for both rock types until the time-dependent temperature
profile would match the one measured in AS5.
Temperature controlled boundary
Constant temperature

100 m

Bedrock

No heat flux boundary, q = 0

No heat flux boundary, q = 0

5m

Heat flux boundary -1(geothermal heat flux)
q = 1.823 kJ day-1 for Klow
q = 4.480 kJ day for Khigh

Figure 17 Geometry and boundary conditions for validation of thermal model.
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4.4.3.2 Results and Discussions
The results from the thermal model are shown in Figure 18, which also includes the
average temperature measured in AS5. The thermal model was able to reproduce the
measured temperature profile at AS5, thus confirming the capability of the thermal
model predict the thermal regime at Giant Mine.
Temperature (°C)
-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

10

20

30

Upper limit of chambers/stopes

Linear temperature profile
as initial condition

40

50

Depth (m)

AS5 - Average temperature
Prediction with thermal model
60

70
Depth of permafrost, McDonald (1949),
Espley (1969), Brown (1970)
80
Depth of permafrost, Bateman (1949)

90

Lower limit of chambers/stopes

100

110

120

Figure 18 Predicted temperature profile at AS5 (17 years with Khigh and 42 years
with Klow).
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The predicted elapsed times are 17 years with the high thermal conductivity (Khigh)
and 42 years with the high thermal conductivity (Klow). Historical information
suggests that mining started in that area less than 50 years before the temperature
measurements were taken. The period between the probable disturbance and the
measurements tends to support the lower thermal conductivity value used for the
bedrock (Klow). The predicted temperature profile shown in Figure 18 is consistent
with the work reported by Smith (1988) where he discussed the ground temperature
profiles following climatic warming.
4.4.4

Time to Freeze the Chambers and Stopes
The time to freeze the chambers and stopes was estimated for both the frozen shell and
the frozen block. The following sections describe the procedure and present the results
from the modelling.

4.4.4.1 Setup
The geometry used in the simulations was based on the dimensions of the outer edge
of the chambers and stopes that is listed in Table 1 and shown in Figures 2 to 6. The
dimensions indicated in Table 1 refer to the extent of a rectangular block that would
completely enclose the chamber or stope. Such a block would include an excess
volume around the chambers and stopes, in particular for the irregular stopes such as
stopes B212, B213 and B214 (see Figure 4). Since the chambers and stopes are
modelled as rectangular blocks, there will be an axis of symmetry through the middle
of the block. The axis of symmetry corresponds to a no heat flux boundary. The
geometry used in the thermal model is shown in Figure 19 and the dimensions for
selected chambers and stopes are listed in Table 17. The spacing, the horizontal offset
and the depth of the freezing pipes were based on the design submitted by Arctic
Foundations (see Table 11). As indicated in Figure 16, the pipe spacing at the bottom
would be less than 3 m until the edge of the chamber and stope is reached. Since the
thermal model could only model parallel pipes and that a spacing of 3 m would likely
overestimate the time predictions, the spacing was reduced to 2.5 m for the
simulations of the bottom freezing.
One chamber or stope was selected in each of the four design groups listed in Table
11. Chambers C9 and B12 and stopes B208 and B212-213-214 were selected on the
basis of having the widest and deepest rectangular block in each of the four design
groups. The thermal modelling covered the smallest (B12) and the largest (B212-213214) geometries to determine the extent of the range.
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Temperature controlled boundary
Constant temperature
Overburden

A

D
Wet
dust

Bedrock
B
130 m

No heat flux boundary, q = 0

Dry/wet
dust

Vertical freezing pipe

Axis of symmetry
No heat flux boundary, q = 0

100 m

Bottom freezing pipe

C

Heat flux boundary -1(geothermal heat flux)
q = 1.823 kJ day for Klow
q = 4.480 kJ day-1 for Khigh

Figure 19 Geometry and boundary conditions to model freezing and thawing (See
Table 17 for dimensions A, B, C and D).
The bottom boundary was assumed to be controlled by the geothermal heat flux that
was calculated from the measured geothermal gradient in AS5 (19.4 °C km-1) and the
thermal conductivity of the two bedrock types (Klow and Khigh). The geothermal unit
heat flux was 1.82 kJ day-1 for Klow and 4.48 kJ day-1 for Khigh.
The outer vertical boundary (right side in Figure 19) was put at a distance of 100 m
from the axis of symmetry. The distance was selected to prevent the outer boundary
condition from interfering with the simulation in the vicinity of the chambers and
stopes. The outer boundary was set to a no heat flux boundary.
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TABLE 17
Dimensions for thermal modelling of chambers and stopes
Dimensions (m)
Distance to
bottom
of chamber/stope
Height
to bottom
Overburden chamber/stope
boundary
A
B
C
B12
0
36
71
C9
5
57
40
B208
15
55
43
B212-B213-B214
15
60
40
Note: Dimensions refer to Figure 19

Halfwidth
chamber/
stope
D
7
9
15
23

The pipes used for the active and hybrid freezing systems were modelled as point
sources at a constant temperature of -25 °C. These freezing systems can achieve
colder temperatures; the assumed higher temperature is to compensate for the losses in
the freezing systems.
The thickness of the domain, which normal to the plane shown in Figure 19, was set to
match the pipe spacing listed in Table 11. The nodes that were used as freezing points
(point source) were also spaced according to the spacing listed in Table 11. Such
layout is equivalent to the length of freezing pipe that would be used at a given
spacing. For example, chamber B12 has a pipe spacing of 4 m; the thermal model was
set to 4 m thick and the point source nodes were also spaced at 4 m intervals.
The thermosyphons were also treated as a point source of heat extraction and were laid
out in the same way as the active and hybrid systems. The rate of heat extraction was
determined from the ambient temperature and wind speed. The climatic data was also
based on daily values interpolated from the mean monthly ambient temperature and
wind speed presented in Table 2. The surface area of the radiators of the
thermosyphons was also an input parameter in the model. The thermosyphon
simulated in TEMP/W is based on Heuer et al. (1985).
The arsenic dust was modelled either partly saturated or fully saturated. The partly
saturated cases considered that the bottom 20% was saturated and the remaining 80%
was dry.
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The top boundary was assumed to be temperature controlled and was dependent on the
case being modelled. The surface temperature was set to +1 °C for the initial
conditions and the simulations where freezing was involved. For the simulations
estimating the time to thaw, the surface temperature was increased to +3 °C to reflect
the possible effect of global warming.
The initial conditions were obtained as steady state simulations and were dependent on
the geometry, the state of the dust (saturated or unsaturated) and the bedrock type
(Klow and Khigh).
The general sequence consisted of modelling the initial conditions for a given case,
then running the freezing sequence for a given duration. The thawing was then
simulated by removing all the freezing systems. The initial condition for the thawing
was the temperature distribution at the time when the 5 m zone inside the dust was at
-2 °C or colder. For the case of the frozen blocks, the bottom freezing was first
simulated using partly saturated dust (bottom 20% saturated). The bottom freezing
was then replaced by the vertical freezing and the dust was changed to saturated
conditions. The initial condition for the vertical freezing was generated by the bottom
freezing. It corresponded to the temperature distribution when the bottom 5 m zone
was considered properly frozen at -2 °C.
A few simulations were run for chamber B12 to assess the effectiveness of either
circulating cold air above the chambers and stopes or by controlling the temperature.
The circulation of air was simulated using modified daily temperatures. The
temperatures warmer than -1 °C were not used and the remaining colder temperatures
were reduced by 20% to reflect potential losses in the venting system. The top of the
chamber was also simulated using constant temperatures of -4, -8, -15, -20 and -25 °C.
The case with cold ventilation was run for a period of 50 years and the constant
temperature cases were simulated as steady state.
4.4.4.2 Results - Freezing
The predicted times to freeze a 5 m zone for chamber B12 and the stopes B212-B213B214 are summarised in Table 18. The results are for the two types of bedrock using
either active or hybrid freezing systems with a cooling temperature limited to -25 °C.
The times shown for the bottom freezing are when the temperature of the dust has
reached -2 °C within 5 m of the bottom floor. For the vertical freezing, the times are
when the temperature is at least -2 °C within 5 m from the side wall or the bottom
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floor. Two total times are listed for the Frozen Block option. The total time
corresponds to the summation of the bottom and vertical freezing times. The effective
time is simply half the time expected for the bottom freezing plus the time for the
vertical freezing. This is to take into account the possibility that the vertical freezing
could begin before the bottom freezing is completed. Figure 20 shows a typical
distribution of the -2 °C isotherm for bottom and vertical freezing during the frozen
block option for chamber B12. The solid line represents the -1 °C isotherm.
TABLE 18
Predicted time to freeze with active or hybrid freezing systems

Time to freeze
(years)
Klow
Khigh
Vertical freezing only (frozen shell)
B12 with active or hybrid
B12 with thermosyphon
B212-213-214 with active or hybrid
Bottom freezing (frozen block)
B12 with active or hybrid
B212-213-214 with active or hybrid
Vertical freezing (sides - frozen block)
B12 with active or hybrid
B212-213-214 with active or hybrid
Frozen block – Total time
B12 with active or hybrid
B212-213-214 with active or hybrid
Frozen block - Effective time
B12 with active or hybrid
B212-213-214 with active or hybrid

17
62

7.5
18.5
35

19.5
20.5

10
13.5

19.5
10

7.5
7

39
29.5

17.5
20.5

29
20

13
14

The predicted times to freeze B12 ranged from 7.5 to 39 years depending on the case.
The maximum time could be reduced down to 29 years if the vertical freezing is
initiated when the bottom portion is being frozen. The time required to develop a
frozen shell is shorter than to develop a frozen block.
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Figure 20 Chamber B12, bottom and vertical freezing (frozen block), area with
temperature lower than -2 °C (shaded area), -1 °C isotherm (solid line), dust bottom
20% saturated, Klow, active freezing at -25 °C.
The stopes B212-213-214 will require more time to reach the required -2 °C within the
5 m zone. The predicted times varied from 14 to 62 years depending on the option and
the bedrock type. The predictions show that it is quicker to develop the frozen block
than the frozen shell. The freezing time of the frozen block would be reduced if the
vertical freezing is initiated prior to the completion of the bottom freezing. This would
reduce the predicted freezing times by 5 to 10 years.
The location where the freezing was last achieved varied depending on the option. The
vertical freezing of the frozen shell reached the minimum -2 °C at the bottom on the
axis of symmetry of the chamber and stope. For the frozen block, the -2 °C criterion
was last achieved on the side walls.
Some simulations of the vertical freezing for the stopes B212-213-214 were carried
out with freezing pipes in the middle and on the sides. There was hardly any
improvement on the freezing time since the middle pipes do not contribute much to
freeze the outer wall.
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The presence of a draw-point was simulated for stopes B212-213-214 by defining a
tapered geometry at the base of the stopes. Such geometry reduced the time to reach
the freezing criteria at the bottom from 13.5 to 9.2 years (using Khigh).
The simulations using the thermosyphons instead of the active or hybrid systems
increased the time to freeze by a factor of at least two.
The time expected to develop a frozen vertical wall between two adjacent pipes will
be in the order of 2 to 4 weeks once the freezing system is started.
Figures 21 and 22 show the temperature variation over time at selected locations
inside the chamber B12 and the stopes B212-213-214 for the case of the frozen shell
and with Khigh. The simulations show that the vertical walls of the chambers and
stopes adjacent to the vertical cooling pipes are cooled below -2 °C within the first
year. However, the cooling front takes more time to reach the bottom of the chambers
and stopes since there is no bottom freezing. This factor becomes more important as
the width of the chamber or stope increases. For example, stopes B212-213-214
would take about 5 times longer than chamber B12 for the bottom floor to reach -2 °C.
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Figure 21 Chamber B12, vertical freezing without bottom freezing (Frozen shell),
temperature vs time at selected locations, saturated dust, Khigh, active freezing at
-25 °C.
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Figure 22 Stopes B212-B213-B214, vertical freezing without bottom freezing (frozen
shell), temperature vs time at selected locations, bottom 20% of dust saturated ,
Khigh, active freezing at -25 °C.
Figure 21 and 22 also show that the cooling of the dust is much slower than in the
bedrock. The middle portion of the dust inside stopes B212-213-214 is not even frozen
after 100 years of freezing although the freezing criteria was met in about 35 years.
The dust inside chamber B12 would be fully frozen within 8.5 years while the freezing
criteria would be achieved in 7.5 years. These predictions shown in Figure 21 and 22
are based on the more conductive bedrock type (Khigh). The Klow bedrock would
probably double the times.
Figure 23 shows the variation of the temperature in time at floor level and 1, 2 and 5 m
into the dust for stopes B212-213-214 for both Klow and Khigh during the bottom
freezing. The locations of the temperature results are all located within saturated zone
of the dust (bottom 20%). Figure 24 shows position of the -2 °C isotherm relative to
the bottom of the stopes as a function of time using the same dataset as Figure 23.
These two figures clearly show that the cooling front is quick in the bedrock but is
much slower once it penetrates the saturated dust. The freezing criteria in the 5 m zone
would be reached within 13.5 to 20.5 years for the case shown. If the criteria for the
frozen zone would have been selected at 2 m, the bottom freezing times in Table 18
would range from 4.3 to 7.8 years.
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Figure 23 Stopes B212-B213-B214, bottom freezing (frozen block), temperature vs
time at 0, 1, 2 and 5 m from the bottom floor, bottom 20% of dust saturated, Klow
and Khigh, active freezing at -25 °C.
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Figure 24 Stopes B212-B213-B214, bottom freezing (frozen block), position of the
-2 °C isotherm vs time, position relative to bottom of stopes, bottom 20% of dust
saturated, Klow and Khigh, active freezing at -25 °C.
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Figure 25 shows the lateral progression in time of the -2 °C isotherm relative to the
side wall of the stopes. The case shown here is for stopes B212-213-214 after the
bottom portion was frozen (frozen block). The model predicated that it would take
about 10 years for the -2 °C isotherm to penetrate the initial 5 m of saturated dust, and
then another 33 years to travel the following 5 m into the saturated dust. Based on the
curves shown for Klow, the -2 °C isotherm would take more than 60 years to penetrate
half of the saturated dust in the stopes B212-213-214.
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Figure 25 Stopes B212-B213-B214, vertical freezing after bottom freezing (frozen
block), position of the -2 °C isotherm vs time, position relative to the side wall of the
stopes, saturated dust, Klow, active freezing at -25 °C.
4.4.4.3 Results - Thawing
Simulations of thawing clearly showed that the upper portion of the chambers and
stopes will be warmed first as indicated in Figures 26 for stopes B212-213-214. These
simulations emphasise the importance of the surface conditions to potentially reduce
thawing. The case shown is with Khigh and the temperature distribution at 23 and 200
years after the removal of the vertical freezing system. The thawing was started after
the vertical freezing criterion was reached (5 m zone cooler than -2 °C). The saturated
dust was not entirely frozen when the thawing was initiated in the simulation shown in
Figure 26.
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Figure 26 Stopes B212-B213-B214, thawing (frozen block) after 23 and 200 years,
area with temperature lower than -2 °C (shaded area), -1 °C isotherm (solid line),
saturated dust, Khigh.
Figure 27 shows the progression of the temperature after the thawing was initiated for
chamber B12 for both rock types. The bedrock at 5 m above the ceiling of the chamber
would increase above -2 °C after 23 years of thawing for Khigh and would be in the
order of 75 years for Klow. Figure 27 also show that the temperature kept decreasing
after the freezing system was removed. For instance, the temperature 5 m below the
ceiling kept decreasing for 3 (Khigh) to 8 years (Klow) after the thawing was initiated.
Figure 28 shows the same type of curve for the stopes B212-213-214 with Khigh only.
It shows that the bedrock 5 m above the stopes would warm-up above -2 °C after 34
years. It can be expected that the thawing time would be in the order of 100 years with
Klow. The temperatures also kept decreasing at the beginning of the thawing period. It
is interesting to note that the saturated dust at the centre of the stopes kept decreasing,
froze and reached -2 °C after 130 years of thawing. The temperature at that point
remained below -2 °C after the 200 years of the simulation.
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Figure 27 Chamber B12, thawing (frozen block), temperature vs time at ceiling and
5 m below and above, saturated dust, Klow and Khigh.
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Figure 28 Stopes B212-213-214, thawing (frozen block), temperature vs time at
ceiling and 5 m below and above, saturated dust, Khigh.
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As expected, the shallower chambers without any overburden would be quicker to see
the effect of thawing. The modelling results indicate that chamber B12 would be
quicker to react to thawing than chamber C9 and the stopes B208, B212-213-214.
Stope B208 would probably have similar respond to thawing as the stopes B212-213214 because of the similar thicknesses of crown-pillar and overburden.
The simulations of cold air circulation above the chamber B12 showed that the
thawing time was delayed considerably. The region above the chamber remained
below -2 °C and the bottom portion of the chamber showed some warming but
remained below -2 °C even after 50 years as indicated in Figure 29. It is an
improvement over the case shown in Figure 28 where upper portion was subject to
thawing after 23 years. However, the temperature at the base of the chamber will
eventually receive sufficient geothermal heat to exceed the criteria of -2 °C.
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Figure 29 Chamber B12, thawing (frozen block) with cold air circulation,
temperature vs time at bottom floor, and 5 m below and above, saturated dust,
Khigh.
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The benefit of providing additional cooling at the top of chamber B12 was further
investigated by modelling the presence of active or hybrid freezing pipes located at the
ceiling of the chamber. The temperature of those freezing pipes was varied from -4 up
to -25 °C and the simulations were applied as steady state to simulate the very long
term. The rock type Khigh was used for these simulations. If no additional freezing of
the walls or base is included, the freezing system at the top of chamber B12 would
have to be at least -20 °C to prevent the bottom portion of the chamber to increase
above -2 °C as indicated in Figure 30. The deeper chambers and stopes would require
colder temperatures to achieve the same result.
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Figure 30 Chamber B12, thawing (frozen block) with cold air circulation,
temperature vs time at bottom floor, and 5 m below and above, saturated dust,
Khigh.
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DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1

Re-Establishment of Natural Permafrost
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The literature review and field measurements indicate that permafrost re-establishment
will require a cover of peat. The current permafrost conditions have mean annual
surface temperatures that are usually warmer than -2 °C. Considering the existing
global warming trends, it can be expected that the mean annual surface temperature
will likely increase beyond 0 °C, thus causing the permafrost to regress and eventually
disappear from Yellowknife. In the short term, the construction of an artificial peat
bog would provide some benefits in promoting the development of frozen ground but
such an exercise would only benefit the top 20 to 40 m and could take tens of years to
develop. It is difficult to justify the construction of an artificial peat bog considering
the uncertainties with its construction versus the long-term benefits.

5.2

Freezing
The thermal modelling demonstrated that the proposed designs (active, passive and
hybrid) will be capable of freezing the chambers and stopes. Surface preparation is not
required to achieve the freezing. However, the construction of the active or passive
systems will benefit by having the surface levelled for easier access, and probably,
easier maintenance in the long term.
The freezing of chamber B12 could take up to 30 years using the active or hybrid
system. It can be expected that the chambers would have freezing times similar to
B12. Stope C212 could also be considered as part of this group. Considering that the
design of the freezing systems could be improved further, it is probably reasonable to
assume a period of 15 years to freeze the chambers and stope C212.
Complete freezing of the largest stopes (B212-213-214) could require up to 62 years
using active or hybrid cooling systems. The time to freeze will also be dependent on
the thermal properties of the bedrock around the chambers and stopes. The geometry
used in the simulations included a larger volume of dust than what is currently stored
in stopes B212-213-214 (see Figure 4). Stope B208 is another case where the
geometry in the thermal model overestimates that actual volume of dust (see Figure 2).
The freezing of these stopes could probably be optimised during the detailed design.
Much shorter predicted freezing times would be expected. A period of 15 years was
also assumed for budgetary purposes.
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Thermosyphons would be capable of freezing the chambers and stopes but would
likely increase those freezing times by a factor of two or more. Considering the lower
cooling capacity of thermosyphons, thus longer freezing times, the freezing of the
chambers and stopes should be carried out using active or hybrid freezing systems.
However, the thermosyphons represents the best option to maintain the frozen
conditions in the long term, given their lower operating costs.
It appears that the hybrid system would provide the greatest benefits. The system
would be operated as hybrid until the chambers and stopes would be considered
sufficiently frozen. The cooling mechanism of the hybrid system could then be
dismantled and the cooling from the thermosyphon would remain to maintain the
cooling thereafter.
The predicted freezing times for the frozen shell versus the frozen block are within the
same order of magnitude. The modelling indicated that the frozen block approach
would be quicker to achieve for the larger chambers and stopes. Both approaches
would provide a safe confinement of the arsenic dust. The frozen block approach
would however provide a more robust solution by having dust frozen in a saturated
state.
The predictions are based on approximate thermal properties and do not include the
heat transmitted through the mine workings. The level of confidence in the time
predictions could be improved by characterising the thermal properties of the bedrock
around the chambers and stopes, or by installing a limited number of freezing devices,
either active, passive or hybrid systems, at selected locations to assess the freezing
rates in the vicinity of the chambers and stopes. These installations would incorporate
instrumentation to monitor the temperature in the ground. The criteria selected for the
design of the freezing systems incorporate some safety factors that should not be
reduced unless there is sufficient information and quality data to support modifications
to the design criteria.
The designs presented herein rely on freezing pipes installed on the periphery of the
chambers and stopes. The time to freeze the chambers and stopes could be reduced if
freezing pipes were installed inside the chambers and stopes. Such an approach
involves the risk of exposing some dust to the environment, which is likely sufficient
to preclude the installation of freezing pipes inside the chambers and stopes. The time
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to freeze could also be reduced if the spacing between the freezing pipes is reduced,
but it will result in higher capital costs.
The modelling showed that the thermal property of the dust is influenced by the
presence of water. The wet dust takes more time to freeze, in part due to the latent
heat released by the freezing water. However, the saturated dust has the benefit of
becoming impervious once frozen.
The benefit of circulating cold air through the top of the chamber and stopes was
assessed with the thermal model. Simulations of chamber B12 indicated that
circulating cold air above the chamber will delay the thawing at the base of the
chamber. However, the circulation of cold air is not sufficient to counterbalance the
geothermal heat flux. Additional cooling would have to be provided to maintain the
frozen conditions. It is recommended that cold winter air be circulated in the mine
workings adjacent to the chambers and stopes during the freezing process.

5.3

Thawing
Thawing of the chambers and stopes was modelled by shutting-down the freezing
system and increasing the surface temperature from +1 °C to +3 °C to compensate for
global warming. The simulations showed that after shutting-down the freezing system,
it would take several decades before the temperature inside the 5 m zone around the
chambers and stopes would begin to be above -2 °C. The simulations also showed
that the temperature will continue to decrease for several years in the chambers and
stopes following the beginning of the thawing. Chambers B11, B12 and B14 would
be the most sensitive to the thawing process because of their shallow depths and the
bedrock outcrop at the surface. The presence of fine-grained overburden, which will
retain relatively high moisture contents, will contribute to retard the ingress of the
thawing front.
The relatively long periods before the thawing front reaches the chambers and stopes
are beneficial in reducing the risks associated with the maintenance of the cooling
systems. For instance, maintenance work could be scheduled on a yearly basis, or even
longer, without impacting on the condition of the frozen ground around the chambers
and stopes. The relatively slow thawing rate could also provide an opportunity to cycle
the freezing process with a “shut-down” of the cooling systems. For example, the
freezing systems could be operated continuously until all the chambers and stopes are
properly frozen. The freezing systems would then be shut-down for a period that
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would be determined by monitoring the temperature around the chambers and stopes.
Once the temperature around the chambers and stopes exceeds a threshold value, the
cooling systems would then be re-started and operated until the temperature is at a
suitably low level. Based on the modelling results, the duration of this cycle could
reach 75 years or more. This approach could provide some cost savings without
impacting the frozen ground around the chambers and stopes. It is therefore
recommended that the possibility of cycling the freezing and thawing processes be
investigated further.
Surface treatment has the potential of reducing the rate of thawing that will originate
from the surface, especially the shallow chambers B11, B12 and B14. These chambers
are located underneath a rock outcrop which will likely exhibit the warmest mean
annual surface temperatures among the chambers and stopes. It can be expected that a
grass cover over a layer of fine grained material would reduce the mean annual surface
temperature by a few degrees. It is important that the surface conditions be improved
to reduce as much as possible the mean annual surface temperature over the chambers
and stopes, and that the existing features such as the pits and ponded water be
modified to reduce the amount of heat being transmitted to the subsurface. The details
of these proposed modifications are described in the engineering report in Appendix F.
The circulation of cold air in the mine workings around the chambers and stopes
would reduce the rate of progression of the thawing front but would not eliminate it.
This will only be possible for a limited time since the mine workings will eventually
be completely flooded.

5.4

Monitoring of Temperature
It will be necessary to monitor the ground temperature in order to determine the extent
of the frozen wall in the vicinity of the chambers and stopes, in particular the bottom
and top portions of the chambers and stopes. Temperature can be monitored using
thermocouples, thermistors or resistance temperature detectors (RTDs). RTDs are the
most reliable and stable of the three. Four strings of temperature probes would likely
be required for each chamber or stope. Two deep strings would be installed on both
sides of each chamber or stope, a shallow one that would monitor the upper middle
portion above the chamber or stope, and the fourth one to monitor the temperature
beneath the centre of the chamber or stope. The latter installation would likely require
directional drilling or would be installed at an angle to avoid penetrating the chambers
and stopes. The 15 chambers and stopes would therefore require 60 monitoring holes.
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The cost for instrumentation, including drilling, would be in order of $65,000 per
chamber or stope, for a total of $975,000. There will be an additional charge of
$150,000 for procurement and installation of digital data loggers to read and store the
temperature data. This would also include the implementation of a database system to
manage the data to be collected. Total cost for instrumentation is estimated at
$1,125,000.
The monitoring program should be maintained in perpetuity to monitor the ground
temperature around the chambers and stopes. Such a program would involve the
maintenance of instrumentation, data management and interpretation. The monitoring
program would likely be more intensive during the initial phase of the freezing process
and could be scaled down once the chambers and stopes are completely frozen. The
annual cost would be about $60,000 for data management, interpretation and
reporting, and another $10,000 annually to maintain the instrumentation.
Given the importance of the remediation of the arsenic dust for the local population,
the monitoring data and the status of the freezing process should be accessible by the
general public. One possibility is that the monitoring system be linked to a web page
which would provide data in real time as well as technical information and
documentation on the project. Such a connection would represent a small capital cost
during the installation of the instrumentation and the annual cost would be about
$5000 per year.
A failure of the freezing devices during the initial stage of the project would delay the
freezing process. The magnitude of the delay will depend on the time required to
repair the freezing system. Once the chambers and stopes are completely frozen, the
time to repair the damaged freezing system will not be as critical since it would take
several years, even tens of years, before the temperature would increase above -2 °C
around the chambers and stopes.
The contingency plan in case of failure or unexpected performance would consist
primarily of increasing either the number of pipes or the capacity of the freezing
system.
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Summary of Key Conclusions
On the basis of the discussions presented in this report, the Technical Advisor
concludes that:
•

Peat bog is required to sustain permafrost, but global warming may eliminate
the potential of developing permafrost by natural means.

•

Re-establishing natural permafrost is not a viable option to freeze the chambers
and stopes. The thermal regime under the best conditions would support
permafrost to a maximum depth of 50 m. Global warming will reduce this
permafrost depth.

•

Existing deep permafrost appears to be residual permafrost from previous
colder periods such as the last glaciation. The existing thermal regime at Giant
Mine indicates that the permafrost thickness will likely decrease with time.

•

Surface disturbance caused by mining activity at Giant Mine disturbed the
permafrost conditions in some areas, which caused the ground temperature to
slowly increase and the permafrost to regress. The regression of the permafrost
is still in progress.

•

Heat extraction is required to freeze the chambers and stopes.

•

The frozen block approach would provide a more robust solution for the safe
confinement of the arsenic dust.

•

The frozen shell approach is also acceptable but would require additional
precautions during the flooding of the mine workings, primarily due to the
presence of unsaturated dust inside the chambers and stopes.

•

The experimental thermosyphon confirmed that thermosyphons can operate
down to a depth of 100 m.

•

Both active and passive freezing will be capable of freezing the ground around
the chambers and stopes.

•

The active or hybrid freezing system could take more than 70 years to freeze a
5 m region around the inside the largest stopes to a temperature of -2 °C
(stopes B212-213-214).

•

The passive freezing system could take more than 150 years to freeze a 5 m
thick region around the inside the largest stopes to a temperature of -2 °C
(stopes B212-213-214).

•

The cost to construct an hybrid system to freezing the bottom portion of the
chambers and stopes (frozen shell option) is estimated at $6,900,000.
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•

The cost to construct an active or hybrid freezing system is estimated between
$23,500,000 and $30,000,000.

•

The cost to construct a passive freezing system is estimated at $19,500,000.

•

The annual maintenance and operating costs will be in order of $200,000 to
$300,000 depending on the freezing system, in addition to the annual power
consumption of 700 kWatts for the hybrid system and 2,300 kWatts for the
active system.

•

The cost to monitor temperature is estimated at about $1,125,000 for
procurement and installation and about $75,000 annually for maintenance, data
management, interpretation and reporting.

•

Given the relatively long predicted times to thaw the chambers and stopes
following a complete shut-down of the freezing system, the possibility of
cycling the freezing and thawing processes should be investigated further.

•

Surface modifications should be carried out to reduce the surface temperature
as much as possible. These modifications will maintain colder ground
temperatures and will provide additional protection against thawing of the
region above the chambers and stopes. The cost to modify various surface
features is in order of $9,000,000 to $14,000,000.
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